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日本にとってこの 10 年間は、「失われた 10 年間」と呼ばれる経済成長の長期的な停滞期とほぼ
一致しています。しかし、科学技術政策に関しては、着実に改革が進んだ時期でもありました。
特に、1995 年に科学技術基本法が制定されたことは、科学技術システムの改革の重要な契機と
なりました。この法律に基づいて、1996 年度から 2000 年度までの 5 年間を対象とした第 1 期科



























2006 年 3 月 科学技術政策研究所
所長 小中元秀
－ 3－
日米における 21 世紀のイノベーションシステム：変化の 10 年間の教訓
21st Century Innovation Systems for Japan and the United States: 































 Challenges in the U.S. Innovation System 
ドナルド・マンズーロ Donald Manzullo，合衆国下院議員 小企業委員会委員長
日本のイノベーションシステムの発展と挑戦
 Evolution and Challenges to the Innovation System in Japan 
薬師寺 泰蔵，総合科学技術会議議員／慶應義塾大学客員教授
11:00 AM コーヒーブレーク
11:15 AM パネル I：企業 R&D 支援における政府の役割の展開－米国と日本のモデル











Government’s Evolving Role in Supporting Corporate R&D: Theory and Practice in the Advanced Technology 
Program 






2:15 PM パネル II：政府-産業間 R&D 協力－日米の実験











Economic Impacts of International R&D Coordination: SEMATECH, the International Technology Roadmap, and 
Innovation in Microprocessors 




3:45 PM  コーヒーブレーク
4:00 PM パネル III：スタートアップ企業と中小企業によるイノベーション促進のための政府プ
ログラム
 Panel III: Government Programs to Encourage Innovation by Startups and SMEs 
モデレーター：ブラッドレイ・ノックス Bradley Knox，合衆国下院 小企業委員会
スタートアップ企業と中小企業によるイノベーション促進のための政府プログラ
ム：イノベーション支援の役割
 Government Programs to Encourage Innovation by Start-ups & SME’s: The Role of Innovation Awards 
チャールズ・ウェスナー Charles Wessner，全米アカデミー 科学技術経済政策委員
会
日本におけるスタートアップと起業家精神を促進するプログラム：経験と教訓




5:30 PM  レセプション






















第 2 日：2006 年 1 月 11 日
9:30 AM パネル IV：知的財産とイノベーションシステムの相互作用




 Issues and Possible Reforms in the U.S. Patent System 
ブロンウィン・ホール Bronwyn Hall，カリフォルニア大学バークレー校教授
日本における特許システムの改革と挑戦






11:15 AM パネル V：産学連携
 Panel V:  Industry and University Collaboration 
モデレーター：渡部 俊也，東京大学先端科学技術研究センター教授
米国における R&D 産学連携




 Industry-University Partnerships in Japan 
近藤 正幸，科学技術政策研究所客員総括主任研究官／横浜国立大学大学院教授
ディスカッサント
ゲイル・カッセル Gail Cassell，イーライリリー 科学担当副社長
ジェームズ・ターナー James Turner，合衆国下院科学委員会民主党チーフスタッフ
12:45 PM ランチ
2:15 PM パネル VI：大学における研究への政府の支援









 Government Support to University Research – Trend and Issues in Japan 
下田 隆二，東京工業大学統合研究院教授
ディスカッサント
ウィリアム・スペンサー William Spencer，全米アカデミー 科学技術経済政策委員
会／SEMATECH 元会長
3:45 PM コーヒーブレーク
4:00 PM パネル VII：産学官連携：バイオテクノロジーの挑戦




 Perspective on Current Trends in Drug Development in the United States 
ゲイル・カッセル Gail Cassell，イーライリリー 科学担当副社長
日本の公的部門はバイオメディカル研究に大きく貢献したのか？：1991-2001 年に
おける政府／大学の特許の詳細分析
Is There a Significant Contribution of Public Sector in Biomedical Research in Japan?: A Detailed Analysis of 




5:30 PM   締め括りのまとめと所感
 Closing Summary and Remarks 
司会：近藤 正幸，科学技術政策研究所客員総括主任研究官／横浜国立大学大学院
教授
ウィリアム・スペンサー William Spencer，全米アカデミー 科学技術経済政策委員
会／SEMATECH 元会長
長岡 貞男，一橋大学イノベーション研究センター長，教授














21st Century Innovation Systems for Japan and the United States: 
Lessons from a Decade of Change 
International Symposium 
Organized by 
The National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP) 
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Japan 
and
The Board of Science, Technology, and Economic Policy 
U.S. National Academies 
in collaboration with 
Institute of Innovation Research, Hitotsubashi University, Japan 




Day 1: January 10, 2006 
9:30 AM Welcome 
Introduction: Takashi Inutsuka, Director, Planning Division, NISTEP
Motohide Konaka, Director General, NISTEP 
9:45 AM Opening Addresses
Chair: Terutaka Kuwahara, Deputy Director General, NISTEP 
Challenges in the U.S. Innovation System 
Rep. Donald Manzullo, Chairman, Committee on Small Business, United States House of 
Representatives 
Evolution and Challenges to the Innovation Systems in Japan 
Taizo Yakushiji, Member, Council for Science and Technology Policy, and Visiting 
Professor, Keio University 
11:00 AM Coffee Break 
11:15 AM Panel I: Government’s Evolving Role in Supporting Corporate R&D - U.S. and 
Japanese Models  
Moderator: Alice Amsden, Professor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Technology Policies in Japan: 1990 - 
Akira Goto, Professor, Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology (RCAST), 
University of Tokyo, and Faculty Fellow, Research Institute of Economy, Trade and 
Industry (RIETI) 
Kazuyuki Motohashi, Associate Professor, Research Center for Advanced Science and 
Technology (RCAST), University of Tokyo, and Faculty Fellow, Research Institute of 
Economy, Trade and Industry (RIETI) 
Government’s Evolving Role in Supporting Corporate R&D: Theory and Practice n 
the Advanced Technology Program 
Stephanie Shipp, Director, Economic Assessment Office, Advanced Technology Program, 
National Institute of Standards and Technology 
 Discussant 
Ichiro Nakajima, Director and Professor, New Industry Creation Hatchery Center, Tohoku 
University 
12:45 PM Lunch
2:15 PM Panel II:  Government-Industry R&D Partnerships - U.S. and Japanese 
Experiments 
Moderator: Lonnie Edelheit, Retired Senior Vice President, Research & Development, 
General Electric (GE), and National Academy of Engineering 
－ 10－
Semiconductor Consortia in Japan: Experiences and Lessons 
Shuzo Fujimura, Professor, Tokyo Institute of Technology, and Visiting Professor, Institute 
of Innovation Research, Hitotsubashi University
Hiroyuki Chuma, Professor, Institute of Innovation Research, Hitotsubashi University, and 
Affiliated Senior Fellow, NISTEP 
Economic Impacts of International R&D Coordination: SEMATECH, 
the International Technology Roadmap, and Innovation in Microprocessors 
Kenneth Flamm, Professor and Dean Rusk Chair in International Affairs, Lyndon B. 
Johnson School of Public Affairs, University of Texas at Austin 
 Discussant
Kaoru Honjo, Executive Director, New Energy and Industrial Technology Development 
Organization (NEDO)
3:45 PM  Coffee Break
4:00 PM Panel III: Government Programs to Encourage Innovation by Startups and SME’s 
Moderator: Bradley Knox, Committee on Small Business, US House of Representatives 
Government Programs to Encourage Innovation by Start-ups & SME’s: The Role of 
Innovation Awards
Charles Wessner, Board on Science, Technology and Economic Policy, National Research 
Council
 Programs to Stimulate Startups and Entrepreneurship in Japan: Experiences and 
Lessons
Takehiko Yasuda, Professor, Toyo University 
 Discussant 
Tetsuya Iizuka, President and CEO, THine Electronics
5:30 PM  Reception 
Day 2: January 11, 2006 
9:30 AM Panel IV:  Interaction between Intellectual Property and Innovation Systems 
Moderator: Shozo Uemura, Former Deputy Director General, World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO), and Visiting Professor, Research Center for Advanced Science and 
Technology (RCAST), University of Tokyo 
Issues and Possible Reforms in the U.S. Patent System 
Bronwyn Hall, Professor, University of California at Berkeley 
Reform of Patent System in Japan and Challenges 




Mark Myers, Xerox, ret. and Wharton Business School, University of Pennsylvania 
11:00 AM Coffee Break
11:15 AM Panel V:  Industry and University Collaboration
Moderator: Toshiya Watanabe, Professor, Research Center for Advanced Science and 
Technology (RCAST), University of Tokyo 
Industry-University R&D Partnerships in the United States 
Irwin Feller, Senior Visiting Scientist, American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, and Professor Emeritus of Economics, Pennsylvania State University 
University-Industry Partnerships in Japan 
Masayuki Kondo, Affiliated Senior Fellow, NISTEP, and Professor, Yokohama National 
University 
Discussants 
Gail Cassell, Vice President, Scientific Affairs, Distinguished Lilly Research Scholar for 
Infectious Diseases, Eli Lilly 
James Turner, Chief Democratic Counsel, Committee on Science, U.S. House of 
Representatives
13:00 PM Lunch 
2:15 PM Panel VI: Government Support for University Research
 Moderator: Hiroshi Nagano, Principal Fellow, Japan Science and Technology Agency 
(JST)
DARPA and the US Connected Science Model for Innovation - Where Is It Now? 
William Bonvillian, Legislative Director and Chief Counsel, Office of Senator Joseph 
Lieberman, United States Senate 
Government Support to University Research - Trend and Issues in Japan 
Ryuji Shimoda, Professor, Integrated Research Institute, Tokyo Institute of Technology 
 Discussant 
William Spencer, Board on Science, Technology and Economic Policy, National Research 
Council, and Chairman, SEMATECH, ret.
3:45 PM Coffee Break 
4:00 PM Panel VII: Industry-University-Government Cooperation: The Biotechnology 
Challenge
 Moderator: William Bonvillian, Legislative Director and Chief Counsel, Office of Senator 
Joseph Lieberman, United States Senate 
Perspective on Current Trends in Drug Development in the United States 
Gail Cassell, Vice President, Scientific Affairs, Distinguished Lilly Research Scholar for 
Infectious Diseases, Eli Lilly 
－ 12－
Is There a Significant Contribution of Public Sector in Biomedical Research in 
Japan?: A Detailed Analysis of Government/University Patenting, 1991-2001 
Yosuke Okada, Associate Professor, Hitotsubashi University  
Discussant 
Shozo Nagai, Patent Attorney and Director, Intellectually Property Division, Japan 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association (JPMA) 
5:30 PM   Closing Summary and Remarks 
 Chair: Masayuki Kondo, Affiliated Senior Fellow, NISTEP, and Professor, Yokohama 
National University 
William Spencer, Board on Science, Technology and Economic Policy, National Research 
Council, and Chairman, SEMATECH, ret. 









鎗目 雅 科学技術政策研究所第 2研究グループ主任研究官




Organizing Committee in Japan 
Chair:  Masayuki Kondo  Affiliated Senior Fellow and Leader, Second Theory-Oriented 
Group, NISTEP, and Professor, Graduate School of Environment 
and Information Sciences, Yokohama National University 
Sadao Nagaoka  Professor, Institute of Innovation Research, Hitotsubashi 
University 
Akira Goto  Professor, Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology, 
University of Tokyo 
Hiroyuki Tomizawa  Senior Research Fellow, Second Theory-Oriented Group, NISTEP 
Masaru Yarime  Senior Research Fellow, Second Theory-Oriented Group, NISTEP 
Secretariat: Sen Ueno  Research Fellow, Second Theory-Oriented Group, NISTEP 
Kazuhiko Fukuda Affiliated Fellow, Second Theory-Oriented Group, NISTEP 
Yasuhiro Yamashita Affiliated Fellow, Second Theory-Oriented Group, NISTEP 













Challenges in the U.S. Innovation System 


































パネル I：企業 R&D 支援における政府の役割の展開－米国と日本のモデル
Panel I: Government’s Evolving Role in Supporting Corporate R&D—U.S. and Japanese Models  
モデレーター：アリス・アムスデン Alice Amsden，マサチューセッツ工科大学教授
日本における技術政策：1990 年以降









Government’s Evolving Role in Supporting Corporate R&D: Theory and Practice in the Advanced Technology Program 
ステファニー・シップ Stephanie Shipp，国立標準技術研究所（NIST）先進技術プログラム（ATP）
経済評価室 ディレクター


































パネル II：政府-産業間 R&D 協力－日米の実験
















Economic Impacts of International R&D Coordination: SEMATECH, the International Technology Roadmap, and Innovation in 
Microprocessors
ケネス・フラム Kenneth Flamm，テキサス大学オースチン校 リンドン・B・ジョンソン公共政策
スクール ディーン・ラスク国際関係講座長，教授
マイクロプロセッサに焦点を当て、米国の国際半導体コンソーシアム SEMATECH の経済インパ


















Panel III: Government Programs to Encourage Innovation by Startups and SMEs 
モデレーター：ブラッドレイ・ノックス Bradley Knox，合衆国下院 小企業委員会
スタートアップ企業と中小企業によるイノベーション促進のための政府プログラム：イノベー
ション支援の役割
Government Programs to Encourage Innovation by Start-ups & SME’s: The Role of Innovation Awards 




















































































Panel V: Industry and University Collaboration 
モデレーター：渡部 俊也，東京大学先端科学技術研究センター教授
米国における R&D 産学連携
























































































Perspective on Current Trends in Drug Development in the United States 









































Closing Summary and Remarks 
司会：近藤 正幸，科学技術政策研究所客員総括主任研究官／横浜国立大学大学院教授
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Challenges in the U.S. Innovation System 
ドナルド・マンズーロ Donald Manzullo，合衆国下院議員 小企業委員会委員長
日本のイノベーションシステムの発展と挑戦
Evolution and Challenges to the Innovation System in Japan 
薬師寺 泰蔵，総合科学技術会議議員／慶應義塾大学客員教授
－ 29－
Challenges in the U.S.
Innovation System
Rep. Donald A. Manzullo
Chairman
Committee on Small Business
U.S. House of Representatives
Challenges facing the U.S.
z Cost of Doing Business
z Decline in R&D funding
z Visa policies
z Science & Technology education
z Wall Street Pressure
24
－ 30－
Cost of Doing Business
z Regulatory compliance costs are disproportionately 
heavier on small firms
– Cost of federal regulations totals $1.1 trillion; 
– Cost per employee for firms with fewer than 20 employees 
is $7,647.
z Soaring cost of health care
z High corporate tax rates
z Increasing energy costs
Decline in R&D Dollars
z Both federal and private sector investments in R&D 
have been down for years
– Particularly in basic and physical sciences
z Most dollars have gone to incremental development
– New research for creative solutions has been hampered by 
demand for risk-averse solutions with quick turnarounds
z Congress is considering a bill to increase federal 
R&D spending to:
– Accelerate tech transfer




z Since 9/11, it’s been very difficult for foreign 
travelers to enter the U.S.
– U.S. companies have lost millions because 
foreign customers couldn’t enter to view products
– Foreign students are going to other countries for 
higher education
– Other countries are taking advantage of the 
opportunity
Science & Technology Education
z The number of students (American and foreign-born) 
going into S&T continues to decline
– U.S. companies have arguably created their own problem.
z As offshoring of engineering work continues, students perceive 
less opportunity and choose other fields
z As the number of S&T students decreases, companies 
perceive the need to seek engineering work offshore
z NOTE:  India now claims it can’t find enough engineers (the 
increase in living standards means cost of labor is rising)
– Other countries’ educational quality is rising





z Quarterly earnings reporting creates undue 
pressure on managers to focus on short-term 
results
z Discourages investment in real R&D
z Discourages long-term planning
z U.S. Chamber of Commerce chastised Wall 
Street and encourages all publicly-traded 
executives to stop reporting quarterly 
projections
Offshoring
z The biggest challenge for the U.S. is 
balancing low-end manufacturing and 
services offshore, while maintaining domestic 
incentives for companies (foreign and 





z First step to fixing a problem is recognizing 
there is one
z The U.S. has been in denial, but reality 
seems to be setting in
– Augustine Report by The National Academies
– Legislation recognizing need for innovation leap




































































パネル I：企業 R&D 支援における政府の役割の展開－米国と日本のモデル
Panel I: Government’s Evolving Role in Supporting Corporate R&D—U.S. and Japanese Models  
モデレーター：アリス・アムスデン Alice Amsden，マサチューセッツ工科大学教授
日本における技術政策：1990 年以降







Government’s Evolving Role in Supporting Corporate R&D: Theory and Practice in the Advanced Technology Program 






Technology policies in 
Japan;1990~
Akira Goto and Kazuyuki Motohashi
Univ. of Tokyo
and
Research Institute for Economy, Trade and Industry
2
OUTLINE
䋱䋮Overview of the Japanese Economy in the 1990s 䌾;Was technology 
responsible for the long recession?
䋲䋮Review of technology policies 
䋲-䋱 New Framework of technology policy---㵱Basic Law on Science and 
Technology㵱 , creation of CSTP
2-2 Government R&D programs䋨subsidies, commissioned research,
cooperative research)
2-3 R&D tax credit
2-4 Technology policy towards SMEs (Japanese version of SBIR)
2-5  Promotion of University-industry links 
2-6  Government labs
3. Conclusion
market friendly approach





䋱䋮Overview of the Japanese Economy in 
the 1990s 䌾
Boom in the 1980s 
and
long recession in the 1990s and early 2000s
4
Fig 1 GDP growth ratio







Cause of long recession
¾Macro-financial view
Collapse of asset bubble in the 1980s
dysfunction of financial sector
Excess capacity built in the 1980s
¾Alternative view---Productivity slowdown




Cause of  productivity slow down
¾Government policy and banks to keep 
“zombies” alive?
less productive firms stayed while
more productive firms exited




Deterioration of innovation capability?
• “R&D became less efficient because Japan 
moved from catch-up to front runner stage”?
exhaustion of easily “borrowable”
technology
• “Mismatch” of Japan’s innovation system ?
to newly emerging key industries in the 
1990s,such as IT and BT, and/or 
to  innovation in how to innovate, such as more 
reliance in science
8
However,  R&D spending/GDP ratio 
remained among the highest in the world,
and
output (patents, papers, technology 




Fig.2  R&D Expenditure in Japan
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10
Fig. 3 Japan’s share in the U.S. Patents
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Fig. 4  Japan’s technology balance of 
payments
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2.Review of Technology Policies in 
Japan in 1990s
2-1 New Framework of S&T Policy
• Enactment of “Basic Law on Science and 
Technology” in 1995, and subsequent 
planning of the Science and Technology 
Basic Plans
• Merger of Science and Technology 
Agency with Ministry of Education  in 2001
• Strengthening of Council for Science and 
Technology Policy in 2001
14





JDA 5%     MAFF 3% MLIT 2% Others 2%





















Industrial Science and Technology PJ, 
1993 -
Sun Shine  PJ
1974䋭









A policy package for technological breakthrough and innovation 
targeting at specific policy goal
• Focusing on important technological fields (2nd basic S&T plan)
• Based on technology roadmap and industrial needs
• Policy orientations by METI’s industrial policy sections
Example of R&D Program in FY2005 (budget: 230.8 billion yen)
• Life Science: Health Assurance Program, Program for the creation of 
recycling based industrial system using biological functions
• Nanotechnology and Materials: Nanotechnology program, Program to 
create an innovative components industry
• Information & Telecommunications: Program for fundamental 
technologies of advanced information and telecommunication equipment 
and devices, Information infrastructure software development promotion 
program
• Environment & Energy: New global warming prevention technology 




2-3  R&D Tax Credit
• Firms, not government, decide the project 
㸢market friendly policy
• Change in design of R&D tax credit system
existing system lost effectiveness because
tax credit was linked  to increased    amount of 
R&D spending
㹢 many firms’ R&D spending were not 
increasing and, many firms were losing money
18
New R&D tax credit system
• 10~12% of R&D spending, not exceeding 
20%of corporate tax payment of the 
company, can be deducted from corporate 
income tax (2% temporary measure for 
three years 2003~5䋩
• Amount to 600 billion yen of corporate 




2-4Te4chnology Policy towards SMEs:Japanese
version of SBIR
(Small Business Innovation Research)
• Started in 1999
• Setting the target amount of R&D subsidy to 
SMEs
• Inter-ministerial joint approach: 7 ministries in 
2005 (ex. MEXT, METI etc.)
• Other financial incentives
– Low interest loan to SME’s innovation activities







• Series of laws introduced to promote closer 
university – industry collaboration, following 
perceived U.S. model
1998 TLO Act
1999 Japanese version of Bayh-Dole Act
-----
• Culminated in National University Corporation 
Act of 2004
㸢National Universities became independent 
administrative body, faculties are not civil 
servants anymore
㸢Flexibility, and necessity to work with industry
22
2-6 Government Labs
• Restructuring of the government labs 
under METI and other ministries
㸢 merger of labs within ministries
㸢 most of them became independent






• Further emphasis on R&D in the 1990s
long run consideration and 
short run response
• Emphasis on basic research (S&T Basic 
plan)—increased government spending for 
public institution, but at the same time, 
closer ties with industry encouraged
24
• More market friendly approach
• R&D for “competitiveness”, short term 
results –industry put more emphasis on
R&D with short term results, less on basic 
long term R&D during recession
• With recent recovery, importance of long 
term research is emphasized, searching 





Director, Economic Assessment Office
Advanced Technology Program




“ 21st Century Innovation Systems for Japan and the United States :
Lessons from a Decade of Change” Symposium
January 10-11, 2006
Government’s Evolving Role in Supporting 
Corporate R&D: Theory and Practice in the 
Advanced Technology Program
2National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Outline
 ATP’s mission and background
 Economic rationale for ATP
 Fifteen years of Innovation
 ATP Practices
 ATP is part of NIST
 Project competition & selection
 Project management
 Project and portfolio evaluation
50
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ATP is Praised by National 
Academy of Sciences
“The Committee finds that the Advanced Technology 
Program is an effective federal partnership program.  The 
selection criteria applied by the program enable it to meet 
broad national needs and help ensure that the benefits of 
successful awards extend across firms and industries.  Its 
cost-shared, industry-driven approach to funding promising 
new technological opportunities has shown considerable 
success in advancing technologies that can contribute to 
important societal goals.”
The Advanced Technology Program, Assessing Outcomes,
C.W. Wessner, editor, National Academy of Sciences, 2001, page  87.
4
ATP’s Mission and Rationale
51
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5National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
ATP mission
To accelerate the development of 
innovative technologies for 
broad national benefit through 
partnerships with the private sector.
6National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Key features of the ATP
 Emphasis on innovation for broad national economic 
benefit
 Industry leadership in planning, implementing, and 
sharing costs of projects
 Project selection based on technical and economic merit
 Demonstrated need for ATP funding
 Requirement that projects have well-defined goals/sunset 
provisions
 Project selection rigorously competitive, based on peer 
review
 Program evaluation from the outset
52
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Economic rationale for ATP
Systematic Under-Investment in R&D, due to:
 High technological risk
 Long time horizons




8National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce








Capital to Develop Ideas
No
Capital
Congressman Vernon J. Ehlers
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9National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Fifteen years of 
ATP-funded innovation 
 Since 1990, almost 7,000 research proposals 
submitted to ATP in 44 competitions.
 768 projects awarded to over 1,500 participants and 
an equal number of subcontractors.
 218 joint ventures (28%) and 550 single company 
projects (72%).
 $4.3 billion of high risk research funded, with industry 
contributing half the costs.
 ATP$ to joint ventures (56%); to single co projects (44%);
 average ATP$ to joint ventures is $5.9M; to single companies 
is $1.8M.
 Small businesses lead 2 out of 3 projects.






11National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
ATP is part of NIST.
The NIST mission is to…
Develop and promote 
measurement,
standards, and 
technology to enhance 
productivity, facilitate 




12National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Companies Apply for ATP Funding…
As a single applicant company 
- For-profit company
- 3-year time limit
- $2M award cap
- Company pays indirect costs
- Large companies cost share at least 60% of total project 
cost
As a joint venture 
 At least 2 for-profit companies
 5-year time limit
 No limit on award amount (other than availability of 
funds)
 Industry share >50% total cost
55
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Scientific and Technological Merit (50%)
 Technical innovation
 High technical risk with evidence of feasibility
 Detailed technical plan
Potential for Broad-Based Economic Benefits 
(50%)
 National economic benefits
 Need for ATP funding
 Pathway to economic benefits
Project competition and selection:
Technical and economic criteria










PROPOSAL + BUDGET NARRATIVE
Gate 3: SEMIFINALISTS IDENTIFIED
 Oral review
Gate 4:  AWARD
PROPOSALS
Gate 1: FULL TECHNICAL PLAN + PRELIMINARY ECON/BUS PLAN
ECONOMIC/BUSINESS MERIT
 Technical Innovation
 High Technical Risk with Evidence of Feasibility
 Detailed R&D Plan
SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL MERIT
 National Economic Benefits
 Need for ATP Funding








 Annual visits (or more often for larger projects).
Data
 Quarterly and annual technical reports.
 Annual reporting through Business Reporting 
System (baseline, anniversary, closeout, and 
post-project).
 Annual performance plans and reports.
16National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Project management:
ATP Business Reporting System
 Business plans:
 Identification of applications.
 Strategies for commercialization, protection of IP, and 
dissemination of nonproprietary information.
 Significant business developments.
 Update of business plans and progress on products, 
processes and licensing activity.
 Collaboration experiences.
 Attraction of new funding.
 New patents.
 Technology diffusion.
 Company financial data.
 Next 5 years-technical and business goals.
 Effects outside of  organization.
57
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Project Evaluation Timeline:












































z Acceleration of R&D











z Attraction of capital
z Strategic alliances
z Company growth
z Broad national economic 
benefits





– Increased GDP &  tax base
– Societal impacts
18National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Project evaluation activities tied to 
timing of expected results
 Ex ante peer review 
for project selection








 Post-project surveys 
and data analyses






Short and Mid-Term Longer Term
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ATP’s Evaluation Program:  “An 
exceptional assessment effort.”
“The ATP assessment program has 
produced one of the most rigorous and 
intensive efforts of any U.S. technology 
program…the quality, quantity, and 
analytical range of [their] studies are 
impressive.”
The Advanced Technology Program, Assessing Outcomes,
C.W. Wessner, editor, National Academy of Sciences, 2001, 
page 91
20National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
ATP’s evaluation 
best practices [1]
 Management and institutional commitment to 
performance evaluation.
 Integration of evaluation into program 
management while preserving independence.
 design, implementation, assessment, learning, and 
feedback from performance metrics (and results).
 Dedicated and appropriate mix of expert staff.
 Coordination with technical office staff.
 Involvement of outside experts.
59
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ATP’s evaluation 
best practices [2]
 Matching assessment methods to 
questions posed.
 Systematic data collection and regular 
reporting systems.
 Gradual evolution toward more rigorous 
tests of causal relationships.
 Pursuit of development and testing of 
new tools.
 Examination of successful and 
unsuccessful projects.
 Strategic communication of results.
22National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Portfolio-wide analysis
 Performance measures
 Status reports of completed ATP projects
 Descriptive mini-case studies.
 Portfolio analysis of project performance.
 Each project receives a rating between 0 and 4 stars on 
how well it met ATP’s mission objectives
 overall project performance = knowledge creation and 
dissemination + commercialization progress and diffusion + 
future outlook.
 Aggregation of stars provides portfolio of ATP success.
60
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Portfolio Performance Results




























24National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Portfolio of ATP performance 
measures of outputs (2004)
Performance Measure Actual
FY 2004
Cumulative number of projects with new technologies under
commercialization
297
Cumulative number of publications 1462
Cumulative number of patents filed 1254
Percent of projects reporting an increase in longer-term and/or 
higher-risk R&D
96
Percent of projects involving R&D collaboration 86
Percent of project participants reporting acceleration of R&D 
cycle time
88
Source: ATP Business Reporting System and status reports of completed projects.
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ATP accelerates 
technology development
 9 out of 10 project participants indicate 
that ATP funding accelerated their R&D 
cycle. Of those organizations indicating 
they were ahead in the R&D cycle
 13% indicate they are ahead by a year
 53% indicate that they are ahead by 
one to three years
 7% indicate that they are more than 
three years ahead
Based on Business Reporting System (BRS) survey data from 673 organizations in 347 ATP projects funded from 1993-1998 –
for projects with one or more years of ATP funding.
26National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
ATP accelerates 
Introduction of new products
 ATP participants report that the 
acceleration of R&D will reduce the time 
it will take to bring products to market 
or to implement new production 
processes.
 Reduction in time-to-market by two years or more 
is anticipated for about 3 out of 5 planned 
commercial applications.
Based on Business Reporting System (BRS) survey data from 673 organizations in 347 ATP projects funded from 1993-1998 –
for projects with one or more years of ATP funding.
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Survey of ATP Applicants 
1998, 2000, 2002
Key Findings:
• ATP awards attract additional funding 
(“Halo Effect”)
• ATP fosters new R&D directions and 
partnerships
• ATP fosters collaboration between 
companies and universities
28National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Survey of Applicants-
What happened to nonfunded projects?
When ATP decides to not fund a project, what 
happens to these projects?
 39% of these projects are not pursued.
 44%  are pursued on a smaller scale.
 4 out of 5 report that project is less than 
40 percent of proposed ATP project.
Source:  Survey of Applicants, 2002
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Behavioral additionality:
Joint venture survey-Key findings
 Governance and contractual provisions 
are more important than goodwill in 
fostering trust and increase perceived 
value of project
 ATP involvement is important to ensure 
stability and to help foster cooperation 
 Joint venture size
30National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Behavioral Additionality:
2 Years After ATP Project Ends-
Did ATP Companies Continue in any R&D?
 Yes:  83% continued R&D
 55% due to positive ATP experience
 39% no ATP impact
 6% negative impact or DK
 NO:
 17% did not continue any R&D 
 Only 2 out of 78 said it was due to negative 
ATP experience




31National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Behavioral Additionality:
2 Years After ATP Project Ends
ATP companies continued work on ATP Technology:
 New collaborations with new partners:  27%
 Continued collaborations with ATP JV partners:  19%
 Continued collaborations with ATP subcontractors:
31%
ATP companies work on non-ATP Technology:
 Working with ATP JV partners:  46%
 Working with ATP subcontractors:  14%
Source:  ATP Post-Project Survey (2 years after ATP project ends)
32National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Hot-spot cluster analysis
of high impact patents: purpose
 Motivating Question: What is the regional 
impact of ATP? 
 Hot-Spot Analysis is a powerful tool that 
maps out current areas of innovative 
activity off the beaten path. This tool:
 Examines clusters of patents that are highly 
cited by recently issued patents.
 Identifies a subset of clusters that are 
developing early stage technologies most 
relevant to ATP.
 Analyzes the regional, organizational, and 
collaborative characteristics of these clusters.
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Hot-spot cluster project:
Implications and next steps
Findings:
 Association between ATP-related 
patents and Next Generation Clusters.
 Suggests that ATP is funding 
technology that is closely linked to 
high-impact technology. 
 ATP dollars are likely to have a broad 
impact beyond individual award 
recipients.
34National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
Visualizing innovative activity
“Understanding Regional Innovative Capacity” Project
Visualization of the 2002 Hot-Spot Patents
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ATP is meeting its mission
ATP Studies Provide Evidence that  ATP is
Meeting Its Mission through
 Acceleration of R&D
 Increased collaborations 
 Strong small business participation 
 Refinement of manufacturing processes 
 Commercialization of products and 
processes by US companies 
 Large spillovers, leading to broadly 
distributed economic benefits
36National Institute of Standards and Technology  • Technology Administration  • U.S. Department of Commerce
In summary … ATP
•Focuses on the civilian sector
•Funds enabling technologies with high spillover 
potential
•Focuses on overcoming difficult research 
challenges that cannot find private funding
•Encourages company-university-laboratory
collaboration - capitalize on R&D investments
•Requires commercialization plans and 
implementation to ensure societal outcomes
•Measures against mission in our evaluation work
67
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Tokyo, Jan.10, 2006 nakajima ichiro
1
1. New Context
2. New Effect / Aspect
3. New Management
Understanding  ...
Tokyo, Jan.10, 2006 nakajima ichiro
2Government㵭s Evolving Role in Supporting Corporate R&D <1>
Structural Change in National Economy :
new industry : promising new tech. opportunity #3
broad national economic benefit  #6 
newly emerging key industries  #7
䊶䊶䊶
new method: industry leadership / sunset … #6
national plan   #16
tech. roadmapping  #20






















Industrial Evolution : same direction, different speed
Data source: National 
Statistics of Japan, U.S., 
U.K. and Germany
Manufacturing sector weight in national economy 1970 - 93
Tokyo, Jan.10, 2006 nakajima ichiro
















data source: “White Paper on International Economy and Trade ”,MITI,1996
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5Industrial Change in mid-1980s Japan





E (5 years M.A.)
E =
T¥
Tokyo, Jan.10, 2006 nakajima ichiro
6ICT ratio : balanced US,  Japan s speed
data source: “Measuring the Information Economy”,OECD,2002
















1995 – 2000 in added value
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7Government s Evolving Role in Supporting Corporate R&D <2> 
New Aspects of Industrial R&D :
Science based R&D, U - I Collaboration :
ATP fosters collab. U-I  #9, #27
increased importance of science #7
recent reforms in Univ. #25-29
also in National Labs #30 
Region Cluster , SMEs :
hot spot analysis  #32-34
SMEs / SBIR  #21-22
Tokyo, Jan.10, 2006 nakajima ichiro
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9U - I Collaboration : to Newly Emerging Sector












External Research Fund to Univ. 2003
Tokyo, Jan.10, 2006 nakajima ichiro
10Government s Evolving Role in Supporting Corporate R&D <3> 
New Management :
project selection  #13-14
project management  #15-16
project evaluation  #17-21
portfolio-wide analysis  #22-24
national plan  #16
national tech. roadmapping #20

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Tokyo, Jan.10, 2006 nakajima ichiro
11
source: http://www.nedo.go.jp/denshi/roadmap/
National Technology Roadmapping 䋨2005䋩
< ICT >
semiconductor, storage & non-volatile memory,
computer, network, usability,  software
< Life Science >
pharmaceutical, medical equipment,  regenerative 
medicine
< Environment, Energy >
CO2, fluorocarbon, chemical products control, 
recycle / reuse / reduce, energy
< Manufacturing >
robotics, aeronautics, space, nano-technology
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パネル II：政府-産業間 R&D 協力－日米の実験
Panel II: Government-Industry R&D Partnerships - U.S. and Japanese Experiments 
モデレータ ：ーロニ ・ーエーデルハイト Lonnie Edelheit，ゼネラル・エレクトリック（GE）
元 R&D 担当上席副社長／全米工学アカデミー
日本における半導体コンソーシアム：経験と教訓







Economic Impacts of International R&D Coordination: SEMATECH, the International Technology Roadmap, and 
Innovation in Microprocessors 





Semiconductor Consortia in 
Japan: Experiences and Lessons
Shuzo FUJIMURA




1.Semiconductor Consortia in Japan
2.Technological Background
3.Coparison among MIRAI, Selete, and CASMAT.





; Millenium Research for Advanced Information
Technology
Selete (2001/4㨪2006/3)
; Semiconductor Leading Edge Technologies, Inc.
ASPLA (2002/7)
; Advanced SoC Platform Corporation
STARC (1995/12)
; Semiconductor Technology Academic Research Center
Consortia for Device Technologies
HALCA (2001/8㨪2004/3)
; Highly Agile Line Concept Advancement
EUVA (2002/6㨪2006/3)
; Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography System Development 
Association
ASET (1996/2)
; Association of Super-Advanced Electronics
Technologies
LEEPL (2000/6)





; System in Package Consortium
CASMAT (2003/3)
; Consortium for Advanced Semiconductor
Materials and Related Technologies
Consortia for Materials
Others
VDEC ; VLSI Design Education Center
DIIN; New Intelligence for IC Differentiation
What happened in semiconductor industry(?256K)
 Japanese Companies' entry 
into the semiconductor 
industry
 R&D Consortium for VLSI
 3 Japanese makers entered 
into top 4 DRAM supplier
 Japanese DRAM occupied 
80% of word 256k DRAM 
market
 Intel quitted DRAM 
business
 Plasma equipment had 
come into wide use.
 Automatic controlled 
equipment became popular
 New process technologies 
(RIE, Sputtering, Ion 
implantation, etc) appeared






Business Matter Technological Matter
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What happened in semiconductor industry (1M?)
 Korean Companies' entry 
into DRAM business
 Samsung became no. 1 
DRAM supplier.
 NEC was only 1 Japanese 
company in top 4 DRAM 
suppliers.
 Rapid growth of Taiwanese 
companies in DRAM 
market.
 Cluster tools appeared
 Chip companies gave up 
developing in-house equipment.
 Stacked capacitor and Trench 
capacitor appeared
 I-line stepper
 Oligopolizing of equipment 
suppliers
 KrF stepper
 Popularizing of CMP
 AMAT advocated “Total 
solution"
 Cu wiring and Low-k insulator 








ASET: Semiconductor Process Technology
(First Stage)
ASET has various lithography technology development 
programs started in 1996. They are Electron Beam 
Direct Writing Technology, Electron Beam Mask 
Writing Technology, ArF Eximer Laser Lithography 
Technology and Proximity X-Ray Lithography 
Technology. Former 3 programs have been completed 
and some of the research results are used for 
commercial production.
ASET is also conducting Plasma Science and 
Diagnostics Technology and Surface Cleaning 
Technology necessary for very small pattering and 
fabrication of next generations of semiconductors
ASET: Semiconductor Process Equipment 
Technology (Second Stage)
In 1999, ASET made R&D programs for basic
technology of next generation semiconductor 
equipment. They were Advanced Plasma Processing 
Equipment, Eximer Laser Source, High Speed 
Processing and Energy Conservation Technology (Self 
Cleaning Wafer Cassette, High Speed Thermal 
Processing Technology).
In 2000, R&D of F2 Laser Lithography and Simulation 
Technology (High Speed High Density Probe Card, 




The seven-year MIRAI project (consisting of a three-
year first phase and four-year second phase) 
comprises R&D in new insulating materials, which 
will be indispensable for semiconductors of the 
future, and development of the processing 
technologies necessary for their practical realization. 
As a result of these activities, the project will develop 
and demonstrate the feasibility of semiconductor 
technologies to markedly improve such basic 
performance features as the power consumption and 






䍃Optical Lithography and Photomask / Electron Beam 
Lithography㸢 45nm and 65nm nord
Advanced Process (Front End Process)
䍃High-k Material Selection and Film Formation Methods
䍃Ultra Fine Gate Patterning Technology
䍃High-k Wet etching technology
䍃Flash Lamp Anneal Technology
䍃SiN-CVD technology
䍃SiN-Cat-CVD Technology
䍃Base CMOS Module for 65 nm node
䍃High-k transistor module
䍃Metal gated MOSFET Technology 
Selete
Advanced Process (Back End Process)
䍃Development and evaluation of high-strength porous 
low-k film
䍃Development of low-damage process
䍃Copper embedding technology using ALD barrier
䍃Evaluation of 200nm pitch, two-level copper 




89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03
Hitachi 䃨 䃨 䃨
Toshiba 䃨 䃨 䃨 䃨
NEC 䃨 䃨 䃨 䃨 䃨䃨 䃨 䃨
Mitsubishi
Fujitsu 䃨䃨䃨 䃨 䃨
















Meaning of CMP and High-k, Low-k
CMP; Eliminating the influence of the difference in
under layers and improving independence of 
following wiring process.
㸢 Cancellation of process complexity 
High-k, Low-k; New material. The material physical 
properties, the deposition method, and the device 
structure that are the key factors that decide the 
process performance depend mutually.
㸢 Concentrating the knowledge of the device 
maker, the device manufacturer, and the material 
manufacturer have to be needed.
Japanese semiconductor materials manufacturers are playing a 
major role in the world market and will try to continue to offer
high quality and advanced semiconductor materials, but are now 
facing the difficulties to overcome the methodology limit of the
individual material research to improve the performance of the 
comprehensive set materials under the changing circumstances of 
rapid progress of nano-meter devices and complex processes.
Against this backdrop, it becomes more and more important to 
have close cooperation between different manufacturers of 
semiconductor devices, semiconductor materials and 
semiconductor equipments in order to promote the concurrent 
development of processes and materials, thus achieving the high 
efficient development of the world’s leading new semiconductors 
and their necessary materials.
Recognizing this importance, Consortium for Advanced 
Semiconductor Materials and Related Technologies (CASMAT) 
was formed and founded by a group of major Japanese 




Comparison among MIRAI, Selete, and CASMAT
MIRAI Selete CASMAT
65-45nm 65nm 䌾 65nm
Next generation (65nm), and 
the exotic material for 
generation (45nm) and the 
developments of the process 
module and the device 
technology, etc.
1)157 nm lithography, mask, 
and EPL (electron beam
projection exposure 
lithography)䇮2) Transistor that 
adopted an exotic High-k
material for gate䇮3) Multilevel 
interconnection using an exotic 
Low-k material and Cu
1) Development of element 
technology, evaluation 
technology, and supporting 
tools for back end process of 
65 nm semiconductor
devices. 2) Design of 
TEG(=Test Element Group) 
for the evaluation of the 
materials.
䊶Development of materials, 
material and measurement 
and analysis technology for 
the high-k gate.
䊶Development of materials, 
material and measurement 
and analysis technology for 
the Low-k insulator.
䊶Others









䊶Leading edge processing 
technology䋨BEP)
-Back end process
䍃Material related to the 
insulation film between low 
permittivity layers
䊶Material related to copper 
interconnect CMP
䊶Buffer court and material 
related to re-wiring













Comparison of Consortia roles
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Comparison among MIRAI, Selete, and CASMAT
MIRAI Selete CASMAT
Part of AIST (Nationa Institute) Company Research Association
¥3.8 billion in Fiscal 2001, ¥4.56 
billion and ¥1.78 billion for extra 
budget in 2002, ¥4.55 billion in 2003, 
¥4.55 billion in 2004, and ¥4.55 
billion in 2005.
By Advanced Semiconductor 
Research Center (ASRC) and the 
Association of Super-Advanced 
Electronics Technologies (ASET)
Capital: ¥5.5 billion 
R&D Budget for ASKA 
project:
¥70 billion / 5years
ASM Japan; EBARA; Fujitsu;
Hitachi Construction Machinery,; 
Hitachi High-Technologies; Hitachi 
Kokusai; Intel; Matsushita Electric;
Mitsui Chemicals; NEC; Nikon; Oki
Electric; Renesas Technology;
ROHM; Sanyo; Seiko Epson;
Sharp; Sony; Sumitomo Chemical;
Sumitomo Heavy Industries; Tokyo







Sanyo ; Seiko Epson ;













Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.
Selete engineer A (High-k); Our processes are not leading edge.
The development of a top major company is more advanced 
than we.  Therefore the process developed here would not be 
used in the major semiconductor manufacturer. However, 
their development doesn't necessarily succeed without fail . If 
their development fails, the processes of us become the 
substitutions. On the other hand, the companies in secondary 
position will use our processes as it is. 
Selete engineer B (High-k); The content of our research and the 
content of the research of MIRAI consequentially become the 
same almost. Because the device structure depends on the 
material, and an appropriate material is selected according to 
the device structure. 
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䃩Why was the development start to CMP delayed?
㸢 Japanese semiconductor device manufacturers have the 
possibility of not noticing the importance of the reduction of 
the interference between the processes to ease the complexity. 
䃩Why were not the device makers, the equipment 
manufacturers, and the material suppliers able to cooperate for 
the development of High-k and the Low-k process?
㸢 Japanese semiconductor device manufacturers did not have 
adequate management skills for R&D with completely new 
materials to which physical properties have not been clarified 
enough. They were not able to get rid of the traditional R&D 
management progressed gradually based on the improvement 
of the past. 
The increase in the number of processes 





The increase in the product development 
cost strongly demanded the improvement 
of experimental efficiency.
㸢 ASPLA ?
The increase in the wafer fabrication cost 
strongly demanded the improvement of 
productivity.
㸢 New joint fab?
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Typical examples to cope with rapidly increasing complexity䋺
- Increasing ex ante indeterminacy should be alleviated by ex post agility -
 Software䋨including embedded system䋩䋺
Structured programming䋧Waterfall-style development method
㸢 Object-oriented programming & UML-based and agile development 
method 䋨Aspect-oriented method considers even the nonlinearity among 
objects per se䋩
 Data base䋺
Era of Relational Database 㸢 Era of XML Database
 CPU architecture䋺
Architecture that aims to secure ex ante “high reproducibility” 㸢
Architecture that presupposes ex ante indeterminacy induced by rapidly 
increasing complexity 䋨Single-core㸢Multi-core䋩
 Semiconductor device䋺
Design and manufacturing that presupposes the validity of scaling rule
㸢 Design and manufacturing that presupposes ex ante indeterminacy
caused by variations in gate length and interconnect geometry
 Production system䋺
Push-type production system 㸢 Pull-type production system䋨with SCM)
Complexity-Reducing Public Projects in the US䋺MMST䋨88䋭93䋩
 Microelectronics Manufacturing Science & Technology 
(MMST) project newly created open object-oriented MES
(Manufacturing Execution System)
㸢Revolutionary execution-based factory management software 
to easily understand the composition of the whole and part ”.
㸢Hierarchical visualization at a glance among semiconductor 
processing technologies
㸢Texas Instruments as a key player in MMST intended to 
incorporate Toyota Production System (TPS) in this MES.
㸢The advent of such a MES with “high visibility” increased the 
importance of TPS-like organizational management that could 
enhance employees’ intrinsic motivation.
㸢The fruits were instantly enjoyed by the US chipmakers
through SEMATEC and  immediately by the Korean,
Taiwanese, and European. (The real dissemination among




• Against chipmakers’ original intention, the governance of 
most Japanese consortia seems to have cut out even their 
existing business.
㸢 The business that cannot be done in the chip 
manufacturer cannot be done.
㸢 Non-participation of material and tool makers
• To develop state-of-the-art process technologies, several 
process consortia were consecutively built to follow 
conventional ways of R&D collaboration.
㸢 They could not catch up with the rapidly increasing 
complexity in process technologies. 
• Since the most of Japanese consortia were built as an 
allopathy, they could not effectively cope with technologically 
quite novel complexity.




Economic Impacts of International 
R&D Coordination:
SEMATECH, the International Technology 
Roadmap, and Innovation in Microprocessors
Kenneth Flamm
University of Texas at Austin
January 2006
1990s Were An Important and Dynamic 
Period for the Semiconductor Industry
{ New US R&D Strategy in Semiconductors
{ Acceleration in rate of innovation in 
semiconductors
{ Increasing global dispersion of technology 
& production
{ This presentation analyzes how these 
events were linked
z Focus on microprocessors
{ Trace links between details of tech 




Why Look at Microprocessors?
{ Has come to dominate US (geographic) 
industry
z In 2004, 46+% of US IC shipments
{Compare to 29% in 1995, 37+% in 2002
{Compare with DRAMs:
z Approx 14% in 1995, 7% 2001, 11% 2004
{ In 90s, highest rate of tech innovation
{ Largest value type of semi input to computers
z Big impact on tech improvement in computers
z Productivity in downstream IT-using industries
z Return to this theme at end of talk
{ Rich data set
New US R&D Strategy
{ SEMATECH formed in late 1980s
z Spencer strategic plan, 1992+
z Focus on manufacturing, accelerate introduction of 
new tech nodes
{ From 3 years to 2 years
z Apparent success, inspires imitation elsewhere
{ National Semiconductor Technology Roadmap
z Started as MicroTech 2000, on behalf of NACS
{ 1992 workshop and report
z SEMATECH provided technical leadership for effort
z First National Technology Roadmap in 1994
z Update in 1997, codified 2-year tech nodes
91
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Roadmap Evolved Into International 
Effort in Late 1990s
{ Now called ISTR
{ Recognized that leading edge players in semis were 
multinational, scattered around globe
{ Common belief that closer coordination among 
specialized suppliers, users, has worked to 
accelerate innovation in industry
{ Has worked to keep 2 year nodes coming
z Not all think is a good thing
z To date, have been unable to slow it down!
{ Unique and interesting structure of great economic 
interest
z Unaware of any other high tech industry with similar 
degree of R&D coordination
z Coordination– lawyers’ ears perk up!
z But US law passed in 1980s that granted limited 
antitrust immunity for registered consortia like 
SEMATECH
International SEMATECH
{ SEMATECH also went international in late 1990s
z Recognized that tech capability, best technology 
now dispersed globally
z Another Bill Spencer initiative
{ Encouraged by USG (including KF@DoD)
z Prior recovery, stabilization of health of US semi 
industrial base 
{ Critical to decision by all parties
{ Began with international partnership to work on 
300mm wafer tech (I300I)
{ Continued with non-US companies as full 
members of IST
z No continuing USG subsidy after 1997
{ Today, share of world semi output accounted 





SEMATECH dropped the I-word in 2004
What does this mean?
?... a “branding” issue
Still has many international members
(including Samsung, most recently)
Also, spun off subset of R&D activities into ISMI
Walled off from access to “highest tech” (e.g., litho) 
R&D in main SEMATECH organization
All 9 “full” SEMATECH members also get 
membership in ISMI
AMD, Freescale, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Infineon, 
Intel, Philips, Samsung, Texas Instruments
3 ISMI-only members are do not get access to full 
SEMATECH information set
TSMC, Panasonic/Matsushita Electric, Spansion
First Japanese membership in SEMATECH consortia
But…Even as SEMATECH internationalized,
US semi industry did less of R&D globally












1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
        Computer and office
equipment
    Electronic and other
electric equipment
        Household
appliances
        Audio, video, and
communications
equipment
        Electronic
components and
accessories
        Electronic and other
electric equipment, nec





Very Recent Trend Toward Increased 
Offshore R&D in US Semi Industry


















Magnetic and optical media
NSF Data Verify 1990s Trend 












1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
               Office, computing, and accounting
machines
          Radio and TV receiving equipment
          Communication equipment
          Electronic components














1997 1998 1999 1 2000 2001
Computers and peripheral equipment
Communications equipment
Navigational, measuring, electromedical, 
Other computer and electronic products
Software
Computer systems design and related
services
Semiconductor and other electronic
components
What to Make of This?
Speculation
US Semi Firms Best at What They Were 
Doing
US the place to be for R&D in these areas?
R&D Cooperation Thru Roadmap in 1990s 
a Way to Coordinate with Suppliers in 
Areas Where Best of Breed Not in US
Increasing Offshore Competence led to 




Back to Possible Impacts of 
Coordination….
Acceleration in rate of innovation in 
semiconductors!
Two Sources of Improvements in Price-
Performance
{ Declines in manufacturing cost lead to 
lower price for given quality / 
functionality
{ Improved capabilities / performance / 
quality of functions provided by IC
{ Both happen, are not independent
z Design innovation may be needed to use lower 
cost components productively
z Improved manufacturing techniques may bring 
quality improvement
{ Example: smaller features, faster gates
z But will analyze separately
96
－ 105 －
Declines in Manufacturing Cost
Linked to intro of new tech nodes
Process innovation smaller feature sizes
New tech node organized around 50% reduction 
in silicon area
(30% reduction in feature size)
On 2D plane, twice as many devices (transistors, 
logic gates, DRAM cells) in given area
All other things equal, would expect 2x as many 
devices in given area
i.e., device density would double with new node
To rough order of approximation, IC 
manufacturing cost per area of silicon has 
remained roughly constant
(more accurately, risen slowly)
Wafer Processing Cost








































• t is what is improved w/innovation in semi lithography
• feature size reduced 30%, device area 50% w/new node
•so t doubles when this happens
• if we assume 
• no quality change (i.e., simply producing same 
chip in smaller area)
• c remains constant






{ Manufacturing cost drops by half 
every new technology node
z every 3 years
{ Works out to cost declining by 
z -21 %   CADR
98
－ 107 －
Compare to Historical Reality at 
the Leading Edge
Prices generally exceeded prediction about costs!
Slowed down over time, then speeded up in mid-90s
Decline Rates in Price-Performance
Percent/Year
Microprocessors, 1975-85 -37.5
Hedonic Index 1985-94 -26.7
DRAM Memory, 1975-85 -40.4
Fisher Matched Model 1985-94 -19.9
DRAMs, Fisher Matched Model, Quarterly Data
91:2-95:4 -11.9
95:4-98:4 -64.0




{ Improvement in device density exceeded 2-
dimensional impact of smaller feature size
{ Ingenuity, innovation in feature design made this 
possible:
z For example, building structures/transistors 
vertically, in 3-D
z Using additional layers, in 3-D, to interconnect 
devices, instead of using up 2-D real estate to wire 
things together
{ What happened:
z In memory chips (DRAMs), density historically 





{ New tech node every 3 years
{ + historical additional ingenuity (2.9x 
density increase at new tech node instead 
of 2x)
{ Î density increases at 43% per year
{ Î cost decline of -30% per year
{ = approximate long run average rate of 
decline for both DRAM and 
microprocessor prices in 1975-95 period
Impact of 2 Year Technology Cycle 
(R&D Coordination) on Cost
{ Now tech node every 2 years
{ Maintain historical additional ingenuity (2.9x 
density increase at new tech node instead of 2x)
{ Î density now increases at 70% per year
{ Î cost decline of -41% per year
{ Big increase in rate of decline in price, but still 
less than what measured in late 1990s (60%+ 
annual decline in prices in late 1960s)
{ So let’s look at other candidate explanations 




First, Analysis of Impact of Different 
Attributes of Improvement in 
Microprocessors on Price
Constructed “hedonic” price indexes for Intel 
desktop microprocessors
Used detailed Intel price sheet data
Estimated over one year time periods
Price-characteristics relationship allowed to vary 
over time
Linked using common month in both periods
Used regression analysis to links prices of 
microprocessors to measured characteristics
Would expect other methods (price indexes) of 
constructing quality-adjusted prices to somewhat 
underestimate true decline in price
Covered period 6/95-9/05
Very detailed microprocessor characteristics
Processor clock speeds, bus speeds, L1, L2, L3 
cache sizes, chip archtecture (Pentium, Celeron, P2, 
P3, P4), Instruction set features, voltage levels
Hedonic Price Index for Intel Desktop 
Processors



















Example of Hedonic Regression Output
                                    Dependent Variable: lp 
                            Number of Observations Read         484 
                            Number of Observations Used         484 
                                     Analysis of Variance 
                                            Sum of           Mean 
        Source                   DF        Squares         Square    F Value    Pr > F 
        Model                    25      306.69959       12.26798     510.94    <.0001 
        Error                   458       10.99687        0.02401 
        Corrected Total         483      317.69647 
                     Root MSE              0.15495    R-Square     0.9654 
                     Dependent Mean        5.21507    Adj R-Sq     0.9635 
                     Coeff Var             2.97127 
                                      Parameter Estimates 
                                         Parameter       Standard 
       Variable     Label        DF       Estimate          Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
       Intercept    Intercept     1      -16.77791        1.50892     -11.12      <.0001 
       lproc                      1        3.25134        0.09312      34.91      <.0001 
       p4           p4            1        0.18154        0.04648       3.91      0.0001 
       l1c16cel                   1       -0.38673        0.12118      -3.19      0.0015 
       l1c16p                     1       -0.20458        0.13991      -1.46      0.1444 
       L2C2000                    1        0.11858        0.06139       1.93      0.0540 
       L3C2000                    1        1.33076        0.05024      26.49      <.0001 
       B800                       1       -0.01174        0.04525      -0.26      0.7955 
       B1066                      1        0.44815        0.07751       5.78      <.0001 
       hvolt        hvolt         1       -0.90918        1.09809      -0.83      0.4081 
       lvolt        lvolt         1       -1.89787        0.64063      -2.96      0.0032 
       HT           HT            1        0.18346        0.04849       3.78      0.0002 
       LGA775       LGA775        1        0.01850        0.02095       0.88      0.3777 
       dualcore     dualcore      1        1.06352        0.08021      13.26      <.0001 
       EIST         EIST          1        0.08066        0.05672       1.42      0.1556 
       EM64T        EM64T         1        0.03341        0.03791       0.88      0.3785 
       D200406                    1        0.00968        0.03208       0.30      0.7630 
       D200408                    1       -0.11177        0.03764      -2.97      0.0031 
       D200410                    1       -0.12228        0.03199      -3.82      0.0002 
       D200412                    1       -0.13788        0.03674      -3.75      0.0002 
       D200502                    1       -0.18498        0.03749      -4.93      <.0001 
       D200503                    1       -0.17653        0.03665      -4.82      <.0001 
       D200505                    1       -0.17474        0.03634      -4.81      <.0001 
       D200506                    1       -0.18078        0.03792      -4.77      <.0001 
       D200508                    1       -0.27205        0.04038      -6.74      <.0001 
       D200509                    1       -0.26966        0.04004      -6.74      <.0001 
Results Consistent with Other 
Non-Hedonic Studies
Aizcorbe, Corrado, Doms Flamm
Matched Model Hedonic




Q2/96-Q2/97 -48.54% May96-May97 -55.52%
Q2/97-Q2/98 -71.82% May97-May98 -69.27%









Hedonic Analysis Suggests Large Big 
Role for Processor Speed in Price
{ Elasticity in range of 2 to 3 in 
regressions for all years from 1996 
on
{ 10% increase in processor speed 
associated with 20-30% increase in 
price, at any moment in time
Acceleration in technology nodes also 
led to acceleration in processor speed 
improvement!
{ New technology node historically led to 
discontinuous increase in processor speed
{ Byproduct of smaller feature sizes is 
shorter distances between features, 
potentially faster chips
z Design innovation needed to make use of 
greater switching speeds
{ Another benefit of roadmap-led 
acceleration in nodes beyond merely 




Hit “brick wall” related to power and heat 
dissipation in 2004-2005
Processor speed no longer increasing significantly
Processor speed now increasing very slowly if at 
all
Processor speed slowdown in 2003-04, halt in 
2004-05 coincide with big declines in rate of price 
performance improvement
Feature proliferation going on in new 
microprocessors, hedonics suggest relative small 
enhancement to value of new processors
Slowdown in new node intro at Intel may also 
explain slowdown in price decline rate





















































geo mean speed, all nodes
New Tech Node Introduction at Intel
(Using Intro of 1st Commercial Product)




1982 2 1500 5.92
1989 4 1000 7.17
1991 6 800 2.17
1994 3 600 2.75
1995 3 350 1.00
1997 9 250 2.50
1999 6 180 1.75
2001 1 130 1.58




{ Rapid improvement in price performance 
for processors and memoryÎ rapid
improvement in PC price-performance
{ Rapid improvement in PC price-
performanceÎ widespread use of IT, 
productivity improvements in entire 
economy
{ Likely to significantly reduce incentive to 
purchase new computers
{ Slowdown in purchases of PCs, 
application of IT, likely to have significant 
ripple effects throughout global economy
Microprocessor Industry Response
{ Dual and multi-core processors
z Unlike faster processors (with higher clock rates), do 
nothing to improve performance of applications written as 
single threads
{ As opposed to running multiple instances of a single app on a 
server
z Rewriting existing applications to “parallelize” and divide 
work into parallel threads difficult and expensive—lesson
from supercomputer industry
z But it is possible to do it with appropriate investment—
another lesson from recent history of supercomputer 
industry
z Suggests that increased investments in high end 
computing ultimately likely to be generating new wave of 
“spillover” benefits to IT users—and broader economy
{ New feature proliferation





{ R&D coordination effort started with SEMATECH and 
continuing through ISTR appears to have created significant 
benefits over last decade
{ Technology node acceleration has big impact on 
manufacturing costs, quite apart from any other benefits
{ Examination of microprocessors suggest additional important 
benefits
{ Microprocessor analysis also suggests new technical barriers 
seem to have at least temporarily slowed down creation of 
additional benefits
z Significantly slowing declines in quality-adjusted microprocessor 
prices
{ Investment in advancing software technology may be needed 
to capitalize on continuing advance in semiconductor 
manufacturing
{ Implication- in long run, supercomputer software R&D 
investment is likely to be as or more economically important 










New Energy and Industrial Technology 
Development Organization
(NEDO)
21st Century Innovation Systems for Japan and the United States
Lessons from a Decade of Change
2
Contents
• 䋱䋮Outline of NEDO
• 2.  Examples of R&D Activities
-Nanotechnology and materials Processes
Technology






㧝㧥㧤㧜㧦Established (New Energy Development Organization)
㧝㧥㧤㧤㧦Added industrial technology R&D
(New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization)
㧝㧥㧥㧜㧦Added global environment R&D
㧝㧥㧥㧟㧦Added promotion of new energy and energy conservation
㧞㧜㧜㧜㧦Added support for private companies to strengthen international
competitiveness
㧞㧜㧜㧟㧦Re-organized as an “Incorporated Administrative Agency”





• To strategically prioritize and promote R&D projects 
on industrial, new energy, energy conservation and 
environmental technology by means of 
government ,industry and academic cooperation. 
• To contribute to solve energy and environmental 
problems.
• To yield successful results through flexible operation 
management and stringent evaluation systems. 
• To disseminate information about NEDO’s activities 
and achievements to the public.
6
NEDO’s Main Activities
• R&D of industrial technology, new energy, 
energy conservation, environmental 
technology
䊶Industrial Technology--- IT, Nano, Bio, Mechanical system
䊶Energy Technology---New energy, Energy conservation, Fuel cell
䊶Environmental Technology





Japan’s R&D Promotion Scheme
Prime Minister
Council for Science and  Technology  Policy
















Basic Principles of NEDO’s R&D Scheme
Mid-to-Long Term / 
High Risk Projects
(Having a Clearly Defined 
Purpose)
Competitive Research Grants
for Exploration of  Industrial 
Seeds (Universities, Research
Organizations )
Support for Commercialization / 
Application for Swift Economic
Revitalization
 Enhancement of Industrial Competitiveness
 Sustainable Economic Growth
 Contribution to Solving Energy / Environmental Problems
International Standardization
Public Relations Support for  Young University Researchers
Best Mix

































Contribution to realization of the “Long-term Energy
Supply/Demand Outlook” (2010)
R & D
(with a view to commercialization)
( New Energy ) Cost comparable to existing energies
Development based on realistic / applicable conditions
( Energy Conservation ) Increasing Energy Efficiency of 




 Verify developed technology in 
all aspects
Penetration Support
 Geological balance & recipient
characteristics to be considered
 Comprehensive support for











NEDO ’s “Plan-Do-See” Approach
to Optimal Project Management
Implementation former evaluation in order to decide if a 
project should be start or not
Implementation of midterm evaluations for 
all projects after 3 years and post-project evaluations 
after project completion
Implementation of follow-up surveys in order to improve 
evaluation methods and project management tools
Organization of project implementation groups
Effective management through appropriate assignment 
of roles to NEDO and project managers
Promotion of smooth and continuous R&D through 
multi-year contracts
Development of fundamental project plans 
based on industrial technology policy
Selection of projects quickly and in a fair 
way
Preparation of budget requests for the next 
fiscal year that properly reflect the latest 
evaluation results
Successful and easy














Introduction of new energy and
energy conservation 㪌㪐㪅㪋 㪍㪊㪅㪐
International affairs 㪈㪋㪅㪏 㪈㪉㪅㪇
Coal related activities 㪌㪅㪇 㪌㪅㪇






Organization of NEDO (October 1, 2005)
General Affairs Department
Accounting Department
Policy Planning and Coordination Department
Inspection & Operational Management Department
Assets Management Department
Information and Systems Department
Research and Development Project Evaluation Department 
Research and Development Promotion Department
Electronic and Information Technology
Nanotechnology and Materials Technology Development Department
Biotechnology and Medical Technology Development Department
Machinery System Technology Development 
Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Technology Development Department
Coal Projects Department
Coal Mine Subsidence Department










Energy and Environment Technology Center
Environment Technology Development Department
Energy and Environment Policy Department
New Energy Technology Development Department
Energy Conservation Technology Development 
14
METI’s 1 9 R&D Programs
㽲 Healthy and Comfortable Society Creation 
㽳 Bioscience-Driven Recycling-Based Industrial System Creation 
㽴 Basic Equipment and Devices for Advanced Information Communications R&D 
㽵 Basic Software Development Promotion Program for Information Communications
㽶 New Manufacturing Technology Development 
㽷 21st Century Robot Challenge 
㽸 Basic Technology Program for a More Sophisticated Space Industry
㽹 New Technology Program for Prevention of Global Warming
㽺 3R (‘Reduce’, ‘Reuse’, ‘Recycle’)
㽻 Comprehensive Assessment and Management Program for Chemical Substances
㽼 Next-Generation Low-Emission Vehicle Technology Development 
㽽 Basic Technology Program for Commercial Aircraft
㽾 Energy Consevation Technology Development
㽿 New Energy Technology Development
㾀 Fuel Technology Development 
㾁 Electroric Power Technology䇭Development
㾂 Nuclear䇭Power䇭Technology䇭Development
㾃 Nanotechnology Development




NEDO’s FY2005 R&D Budget
Technology Development & Research Development Projects Amount
1.    Biotechnology and Medical Technology Development Projects 16.6
2.    Electronic and Information Technology Development Projects 18.2
3.    Mechanical System Technology Development Projects    17.4
4.    Environment Technology Development Projects     7.7
5.    Nanotechnology and Materials Technology Development Projects     16.3
6.    Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Technology Development Projects 20.8
7.    New Energy Technology Development Projects 14.4
8.    Energy Conservation Technology Development Projects 7.5
9.    CO2 Fixation and Development for Effective Commercial Uses 0.7
10.   R&D Promotion Projects 27.4
11.   Research Evaluation and Surveys 1.7
TOTAL 148.8
161
Introduction of the activities of






Nanotechnology Metrology and Measuring Project
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Schedule of Nanomaterials and Processing Sub-
Program
Budget in million $ ($1=¥120)
10
Project FY 2000 FY 2001 FY 2002 FY 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005 FY 2006 FY 2007
Nanostructure Polymer Project 10.8 9.6 7.8 7.5 5.5
Nanotechnology Glass Project 2.5 5.0 5.2 3.6 3.4 3.4
Nanotechnology Metal Project 2.5 5.6 4.0 3.3 2.6
Nanocarbon Technology Project 8.5 10.4 9.4 9.0
Nanotechnology Particle Project 7.5 7.6 5.3 5.1 4.6
Nanostructure Coating Project 4.2 4.3 3.0 3.0 2.7
Synthetic Nano-Function Materials Project 2.1 3.0 2.1 2.1 2.0
Nanotechnology Material Metrology Project 1.9 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.8
R&D activities of Fuel Cell 






2010:      50,000 vehicles
2020:      5 million vehicles
2030:      12.5 million vehicles
Support by Government
R&D, Demonstration test,
Examination of related regulations
%WTTGPV6QRKEU
䊶December 2001:  Prime Minister Koizumi took a test ride in a FCV.
䊶October 2002:  Fuel cell commercialization and diffusion scenario was
decided by concerned ministries.
䊶December 2002:  FCV supplied for Government use.
Fuel Cell Vehicles (FCV)
24
Forecast of Fuel Cell Introduction 
2010 2020 2030
FCV 50,000 vehicles 5,000,000 15,000,000
Stationary FC 2.2 million kW 10 million  12.5 million
Fuel Cell Commercialization and Diffusion strategy
- Drawing up FC R&D Strategy and its Implementation
- Soft-infrastructure/Codes & Standards (Millennium project)
- Demonstration 
- Acceleration of the Introduction
and Gradual Establishment of Fuel Supply System
- Leadership of Public Sector as well as FC Industry in Promotion
of FCV and Buses
- Establishment of Fuel Supply System and Self-sustained Growth  
of the Market
- Private Sector Promotion of the Introduction
1: To 2005 (Basic work and technology demonstration stage)
2: 2005 to 2010 (Introduction stage)










NEDO R&D of FC/Hydrogen Projects





















R&D PEFC with LPG
R&D of
Mobile PEFC
Phase I Phase II Phase III





R&D of  Li-ion Batteries for
FCVs
WE-NET  IIWE-NET  I
Establishment of

































Economy YEN 5,000/kW YEN
300,000/unit
- Commercialization period: 2005-





Panel III: Government Programs to Encourage Innovation by Startups and SMEs 
モデレーター：ブラッドレイ・ノックス Bradley Knox，合衆国下院 小企業委員会
スタートアップ企業と中小企業によるイノベーション促進のための政府プログラム：イ
ノベーション支援の役割
Government Programs to Encourage Innovation by Start-ups & SME’s: The Role of Innovation Awards 
チャールズ・ウェスナー Charles Wessner，全米アカデミー 科学技術経済政策委員会
日本におけるスタートアップと起業家精神を促進するプログラム：経験と教訓
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Government Programs to Encourage 
Innovation by Start-ups & SME’s
The Role of Innovation Awards
Ò
21st Century Innovation Systems for 
Japan and the United States:




Board on Science, Technology and Economic Policy
National Research Council
© Charles W. Wessner Ph.D. 2
Presentation Topics
• The Global Innovation Challenge
– U.S. and Japanese Challenges in Innovation
– The Importance of Innovation
• The Importance of Openness
• The Role of Small Businesses in Innovation
• Policy Myths and Market Realities about Small 
Business Innovation
– Myth of Perfect Markets
– The VC Myth & the Valley of Death
• The Role of Innovation Awards
– Fostering Small Business Innovation
– The SBIR and ATP Models
• Conclusion
– Learning from Each Other
－ 132 －
The Global Innovation Challenge
Japan and the U.S. face Common Realities
Our ability to ability to invent, design and 
manufacture goods and services are vital to 
our future prosperity
© Charles W. Wessner Ph.D. 4
What are the Sources of these Structural 
Changes in the Global Economy?
• The Internet and the Death of Distance 
are integrating the Indian, Chinese & 
other economies into the Global Market
– Aided by Business Outsourcing and Global 
Sourcing—e.g. Wal-Mart
• Rapidly Growing Markets and the 
Competition for Share combined with…
• Major Programs Designed to Attract, 
Nurture, & Support High-tech Industry 
within the National Economy 
－ 133 －
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China—Strengths
• Structural Advantages
– Very high savings and investment rate
– Low wage advantage
– Efficient export trade logistics
– Becoming world’s manufacturing base
• Government with strong sense of national purpose
– Strong investments in education and training 
– Strategy to move rapidly up value chain from labor 
intensive to more technology intensive exports
– Effective requirements for training and tech transfer
– Critical mass in R&D is beginning to be deployed to 
generate autonomous sources of innovation & 
growth
Modified from C. Dahlman
© Charles W. Wessner Ph.D. 6
India – Strengths 
• Structural Advantages
– Large critical mass of educated, skilled, and English 
speaking knowledge workers—260,000 engineers p.a.
– Strong science and engineering capabilities centered in 
chemical, software, and IT sectors
– Has network of successful Indians in U.S. and Europe 
providing links to markets, technology, and finance
– Relatively deep financial markets; rule of law
• Policy Liberalization now Unleashing Growth
– Growth jumped from traditional rate of 2-3% growth in 
past decades to 6-8% last decade
– Emerging as world’s service center for software 
development, back office services
– Now a cutting-edge innovation center for global 
companies including major R&D centers for core 
products for GE and Intel (BusinessWeek 6 Dec 2005)
－ 134 －
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Innovation is Key to Maintaining Competitive 
Position in Global Economy
• Innovation is essential to compete in the 
global economy
– Raise productivity and growth levels
– Position ourselves to compete effectively against 
low-wage, newly-emerging economies
• To advance our knowledge-driven economies, 
we need to
– Strengthen our science and technology base
– Become the knowledge hubs of the world
– Create incentives for R&D and knowledge transfer 
by improving links between Universities, Industry, 
and Government
© Charles W. Wessner Ph.D. 8
U.S. Enjoys Advantages in Innovation…
• A large and integrated domestic market
• An economic and institutional infrastructure 
that quickly re-deploys resources to their 
most efficient use
– Strong and diverse higher educational 
infrastructure
– Deep and flexible capital and labor markets
– Strong S&T institutions
– Flexible managerial and organizational 
structures
– Entrepreneurial Culture
– Ability to grow new Large Firms
－ 135 －
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…but U.S. Also Faces Major Challenges
• Improvement needed in  Education System
– K-12 Challenges in Science and Math
– Fewer students pursuing Science Careers
– Post 9/11 Reductions in Foreign Students
• Uneven & Insufficient R&D Funding
– Physical Sciences and Engineering Funding is 
down or flat
– Too Much Focus on Military R&D
• Insufficient Support for Commercialization
– Few programs—Effective, but limited scope
– Too few Consortia—Limited Funding & 
Evaluation
– Ideological Blockages limit  the 
Commercialization of R&D 
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Growing Chorus of Concern on U.S. 
Innovation Policy
• PCAST Report 2005
– Academy Contribution of Innovation 
Ecosystem Concept
• National Innovation Initiative
– Led by IBM and leading Universities
– Ignored by the White House but not by the 
Congress
• Congress Tasked the National 
Academies with an Assessment of U.S. 
Innovation and Competitiveness
－ 136 －
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“Rising Above the Gathering Storm”
A New National Academies Report*
• Scientific & Technical Building Blocks of U.S. 
Economic Leadership are Eroding
– Weakening commitments to S&T puts future U.S. 
prosperity in jeopardy
– Risk of an abrupt loss of U.S. leadership in S&T
• Report calls for more support to Education, 
more focus on Energy Research, & more 
support for Innovation
– Need new policies that address emergent realities
– Popular policy Myths often obscure need for pragmatism
*October, 2005
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Japan Shares U.S. Concerns but Remains one 
of the World’s Top Technology Powerhouses
• A world leader in patents
– Five of top ten global companies for patents are Japanese
– Most patents in IT, telecomm, electronics
• Leader in Integrated Manufacturing
– Machine tools, automobiles, high-end electronics
• Still, there is concern that Japan’s “innovative 
genius is more suited to constant improvements in 
integrated manufacturing than to blue-sky 
inventions.”
– Financial Times, Oct 12, 2005
• Others Point out that Incremental Approaches have 
Proven Effective in the Past and are Likely to Work 
Again, e.g., in Solar Energy
– Economist, Dec 17, 2005
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Japan is Focused on Strengthening its 
Innovative Potential
• Innovation in Japan is traditionally 
concentrated in large firms (prompting 
incremental improvements); less 
breakthrough innovation, e.g., Google
• Institutional links between Universities and 
Industry are not well developed
• Keiretsu structure may make it difficult for 
new firms to break into markets
Japanese policymakers recognize that:
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New Positive Incentives to Improve 
Innovation in Japan
• 1995 Basic Law encourages University-Industry 
partnerships
• More public investment in universities and new 
graduate programs designed to avoid hierarchical 
limitations of traditional universities
• Government is seeking to create conditions for 
new, entrepreneurial firms
• Japanese and foreign venture capitalists are 
showing more interest in new firms
• Some Analysts Emphasize the Importance of 
greater openness to new global economy for 
Universities, Cooperative Research, and Foreign 
Investment
－ 138 －
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OECD’s Tanaka: Openness has Positive 
Consequences for Innovation
• Successful innovation closely linked to 
openness
– Cross-border Openness of S&T environment, foreign 
students, companies (FDI), and new products
– Openness among public research, academia & 
business
• Open & Attractive Environment
– Attraction of foreign R&D funding and students
– Mobility of intellectual property
– Mobility of highly skilled human capital both 
domestically and internationally
Source: Nobua Tanaka, Director, DSTI/OECD, 11-04-05
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OECD: Japan’s Industry-centered 
R&D System is Relatively Closed
－ 139 －
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More International Universities 
Promotes Openness and Innovation
• U.S. benefited from postwar Internationalization of 
University Research
– Access to best minds in the world—many of whom stayed 
and in the U.S. and contributed
– Returning students often a source of research collaboration, 
business relationships, and political support
– Exposure helped U.S. students to function in an integrated 
world
– National Academy of Sciences studies (1982, 1987) found 
open research laboratories in U.S. national interest
• Today, Japan is sponsoring more university-based 
research; encouraging more cooperation with small 
business
© Charles W. Wessner Ph.D. 18
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Small Businesses are a Key Driver of the 
U.S. Knowledge-Based Economy
• Major Employment Generator
– Generated 60% to 80% of Net New Jobs in the 
1990s
– Created 2.5 million of the 3.4 million total jobs 
created in 1999-2000 
– Locus of all net new jobs 2000-2001
• Employs 39% of High-Tech Workers—Scientists, 
Engineers, Computer Workers
• Produces 14 times more Patents per Employee 
than Large Patenting Firms
– Patents are of High Quality
– Twice as Likely to be Cited
• Source: SBA Office of Advocacy 2005
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The Importance of 
Equity-Financed Small Firms
• Equity-Financed Small Firms are a Leading Source 
of Innovation in the United States
• Equity-Financed Small Firms are One of the Most 
Effective Mechanisms for Capitalizing on New Ideas 
and Bringing Them to the Market
– Audretsch and Acs
• Key Goal: Encourage New Equity based Hi-tech 
Firms that bring Innovation, Jobs, and Growth
– U.S. Strengths:  Firm Creation & Growth—Microsoft, 
Intel, AMD, FedEx, Qualcom, Adobe have changed 
the U.S. Economy
– Case of Sweden: No new large firms since 1970
– Postwar Japan: New Firms and Rapid Growth
－ 141 －
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U.S. Norms and Policies Create Positive 
Incentives for Entrepreneurs
• Positive Social Norms
– High Social Value on Commercial Success 
– Forgiving Social Norms allow more than one try
• Entrepreneur-friendly Policies
– Markets Open to Competition from new Entrants
– Gentle Bankruptcy Laws permit rapid recovery
– Taxes give Prospect of Substantial Rewards
• Strong Intellectual Property Regime:
• Personal Incentive for Invention
• Encourages Research & Diffusion
U.S. Myths about the 
Innovation Process are an Obstacle to 
Small Firm Development
U.S. Policy Myths about Perfect 
Capital Markets
－ 142 －
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The Myth of Perfect Markets
• Strong U.S. Policy Myth: “If it is a good idea, the 
market will fund it.”
• Reality:
– Potential Investors have less than perfect 
knowledge, especially about innovative new 
ideas
– “Asymmetric Information” leads to suboptimal 
investments
• This means that it is hard for small firms to obtain 
funding for new ideas
– Development of new technologies within an 
economy is not automatic
• Technology trajectories are not pre-ordained
• Firms with Promising Ideas Face Major Challenges













The Reality: The Valley of Death
Early-Stage Funding Gap
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The Myth of U.S.Venture Capital Markets
• Myth: “U.S. VC Markets are broad & deep, 
thus there is no role for government 
awards”
• Reality: Venture Capitalists have
– Limited information on new firms
– Prone to herding tendencies
– Focus on later stages of technology 
development
– Most VC investors seek early exit
• Large U.S. Venture Capital Market is Not 
Focused on Early-Stage Firms 
– See the current Funding break out
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Large U.S. Venture Capital Market is 
Not Focused on Early-Stage Firms






Startup/Seed Early Stage Expansion Later Stage
Startup/Seed$346 million
Total = $20.9 billion
－ 144 －
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The Valley of Death: 
A Venture Capitalist’s View
• A Series of Gaps
• Gaps in Information between Entrepreneur and 
potential Investor about
• Technology: What is it? Will it work?
• Potential of Technology: What can it do?
• Business Opportunity
• What size is the market?
• What is the competition?
• What level of risk do investors want to accept?
• Changes over time and by sector
¾Result=Gaps in Financial Resources necessary to 
develop technology from prototype to market
© Charles W. Wessner PhD28
The Public-Private Funding Transition 



























Adapted from:  L.M. Murphy & P. L. Edwards, Bridging the Valley of Death—Transitioning from 
Public to Private Sector Financing, Golden CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory, May 2003
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How does the U.S. fill the Funding Gap?
• The Early Stage Finance challenge is 
complex:
– There is no single solution!
– Money to large companies is not the solution
– A multi-phase approach is required
• The U.S. system includes a mixture of 
institutions and mechanisms:
– University Research and DARPA Funding 
– Proof of Principle & Prototype with SBIR
– Joint Ventures with ATP
– Industry-led Consortia for Standards & Joint 
Research
– Broad R&D Tax Credits 
– All complemented by an Entrepreneurial-friendly 
Policy Environment
The Government Role
in Crossing the Valley
The Role of Innovation Awards:
The Case of SBIR
－ 146 －
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Funding Sources for Early-Stage 
Technology Development in the U.S.
Branscomb & Auerswald, Between Invention and Innovation An Analysis of 














Figures based on 1998 data
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• Created in 1982, Renewed in 1992 & 2001
• Participation by all federal agencies with 
an annual extramural R&D budget of 
greater than $100 million is mandatory
– Agencies must set aside 2.5% of their 
extramural R&D budgets for small business 
awards
• Currently a $2 billion per year program
– Largest U.S. Partnership Program
• The National Academy is Reviewing SBIR 
Program Operation and Performance
The SBIR Program
－ 147 －
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SBIR Concept Advantages
• Program is Focused on Government and 
Societal needs in health, security, 
environment, & energy
• Proposals are Industry-Initiated
• 2-Phase Filter to Screen Bad Ideas
• No new money, hence politically viable
• Program ownership rests with many 
agencies, not a single “tech agency”
• Changes incentives within Organizations 
for those who wish to change, e.g., 
Universities, Laboratories, and Small 
Firms
－ 148 －
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How Easy is SBIR for Firms to Use?
• SBIR uses a Self-Select Mechanism
–A Bottom-up approach
–Agencies post broad Solicitations; 
Companies define terms of Proposals
–Most Agencies permit Multiple Proposals 
from Companies 
– Low Paperwork
•15-page description for Phase I award
•Relatively easy to fill out
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Why do Entrepreneurs like SBIR? 
• Additional Research Funds: $850+
• No dilution of ownership
• No repayment required
• Grant recipients retain rights to IP 
developed using SBIR funds
• No royalties owed to government
• Awards attract private capital
–Certification Effect
－ 149 －
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Why do Governments like SBIR? 
• SBIR helps Agencies solve their Problems
– NIH:
• Biotechnology Research Tools
• Medical Devices
• Computer Software & Audio-Visual Health Materials
– DOD:
• Vaccines
• Low-cost, High-performance Drones
– NASA:
• Aeronautics and Aircraft Systems
• Robots to assist in surgery
• Private Sector Ingenuity helps address 
Public needs
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SBIR links the University with Industry
• SBIR Innovation Awards Directly Cause 
Researchers to create New Firms
– Faculty does not have to give up University post
– Cooperation creates High-Tech Jobs
• Universities help diversify and grow the job 
base
– Increasingly universities are the largest regional 
employer for all types of employment
• Cooperation validates Research Funding
– Returns to Society in Health, Wealth, & Taxes
– SBIR is a proven mechanism in an uncertain 
game
－ 150 －
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SBIR Primes the Pump of University 
Technology Transfer







• Licensing to existing companies – brings royalty $
• New company formation – brings royalties and/or equity





Drawn from C. Gabriel, Carnegie Mellon University
The Government Role
in Crossing the Valley
The Role of Innovation Awards:
The Case of ATP
－ 151 －
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ATP is the “Next Rung” on the 
Innovation Ladder
• Larger award is in effect an ‘SBIR-
Phase III’
–ATP focuses on the next stage—
Competition and Commercialization 
–Helps bring early-stage, high-risk, 
enabling and innovative civilian 
technologies to market
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The ATP Approach:
Industry Leadership
• Industry-initiated proposals: Bottom-up 
approach
• Industry Managed Projects
• Highly Competitive: Only 12.5% receive 
awards
– Rigorous independent selection process
• Evaluation of the project’s technical merit
• Commercial worthiness and broad-based benefits
• Industry cost-share required
– All ATP awards are cost shared with 
industry
－ 152 －
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ATP Encourages Synergies between 
Small and Large Companies
• Programs like ATP enable business partnerships between 
Small and Large Firms
• Why Small Firms like ATP
– Provides significant capital and a powerful certification effect
– Provides access to Large Firm technologies, skills, 
management and marketing reach
– Allows shift from a supplier role to full partnership in an 
ongoing relationship
• Why Large Firms like ATP*
– Helps Large Firm keep up with faster pace of innovation
– Provides access to niche expertise and unique talents of small 
companies
• ATP Encourages Partnering Between Large and Small 
Firms, Inventors and Labs
* Kathleen Kingscott, IBM
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The U.S. Approach to
Innovation Partnerships
• Highly Competitive—Not a Right
• Awards are limited in time
• Awards are limited in amount
• Partnering encouraged: Small companies, 
large companies, and (increasingly) 
universities participate in the programs
–Dissemination of enabling technologies 
is key to public benefits for ATP
–Mission support for SBIR 
－ 153 －
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U.S. Myths Remain Powerful
• U.S. Has Been Slow to Renovate its Innovation 
System
– Limited Appreciation of Scope and Scale of Foreign 
Programs 
– Limited Recognition of Need to Facilitate Transition of 
Technology to Products
• U.S. Ideology on Perfect Markets limits 
Innovation Policy
– SBIR under siege by Office of Management and 
Budget
– ATP Budget for New Awards frozen at zero for 2nd 
year
• Recent Experiments such as HSARPA have 
Shown Limited Impact
• Congressional Action is Probable
Conclusion
－ 154 －
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Japan and the U.S. Face Common Challenges
• National Innovation Systems are Different 
in Scale and Flexibility
– Flexibility is a differentiator
– It is less how much is spent but how well
• All Systems Have Common Challenges
– Need to justify R&D expenditures by creating 
new jobs & new wealth
– Need to reform institutions (or invent new 
ones)
– Need to try new mechanisms that shift 
innovation incentives in a positive way
• Learning from each other is a Pathway to 
Progress--That is why we are here
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Thank You
Charles W. Wessner, Ph.D.
Director, Program on 
Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship
The U.S. National Academies
500 Fifth Street NW
Washington, D.C.  20001
cwessner@nas.edu





























































Key Role of Startups




Japan Semiconductor Ventures Association
21st Century Innov. Sys. For Japan & U.S.,  Jan. 10-11, 2006 THine
-Lack of Startups promises Industry Decay-
THine 2
THine ?
zFounded in ’91, IPO in ’01
zFabless Semiconductor Venture with 200M$ Sales (’05)
zSupplying FPD peripherals, RF, power ICs
zSmall but growing (CAGR=45% in 99-05)
zNo loss and debt since foundation




Japanese Notorious Environment 
for Entrepreneurs
 Total Entrepreneurial Activity (TEA) Index: 38th 
out of 40 countries @ 2003, @2000-2003 average
 Firm Entrepreneurial Activity (FEA) Index: 30th
@2002-2003
 Employment creation by startup:
40th out of 40 countries
 Startup by young generation: 40th
 Startup by women: 39th
 Total valuation:  E-rank (worst)
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Key Role of Startups
Hard to see next business winner in age of 
drastic paradigm change
Requires various Try&Error tool at low 
cost (Time, Money, Human resources)
VB provides the best cost performance 
social T&E scheme for new paradigm
Not just mere money worship
THine 6
Great Success hindered the Change
 Financial system collapse and huge debt 
destroyed B/S.
 Traditional small profit rate businesses required 
long time to improve B/S
 Even core business lacked the cash flow
 Traditionally low fluidity of talented people
 Slow change in industry structure







Japan Semiconductor Venture Association
 Foundation on Oct. 27, 2000
 Support startups in semiconductor and FPD
 Through seminars, conferences
 Action Seminar
 IP Design Committee, FPD Committee, RF technology committee
 IR Conference
 Collaboration VB & established firms
 Increase Ex. Of Success 㹢Shortcut to create strong 
impact (7 IPO companies, 7 University startups)
 230 members (incl. 6 Large Electronics Firms,
VCs,  Accounting firms, Local public bodies)
THine 8
7 member VBs made IPO
7 member VBs founded by 
university researchers
Tokyo JASVA founded in 2000
Kyushu JASVA in 2002
Kansai JASVA in 2003
␠࿅ᴺੱᣣᧄඨዉ૕䊔䊮䉼䊞䊷දળ
JASVA




THine, Chip 1 Stop, Nikko-Antofactory as GP
Focus on electronics, semiconductor startups
Spin-out/off from large companies
Reasonable options for mother company, rather 
than ownership or tight control
Utilize ample size of resources/capitals from 
outside the mother company
Partnership with Asian funds and foundries
Cooperation with JASVA
“E-Nova Fund”
(Electronics, New Star Nurture Fund)
THine 10







 Utilize knowledge obtained through his own 
experiences of starting business and success.
 Invest some amount of personal money
 Connect to large Capital, customers, human 
networks
 Help creating new business, industry, and 
employment
 Social contribution to strengthen the country 
against the Change of Paradigm
Angel activities
THine 12
 Lack of startups, a cause of serious delay against 
drastic paradigm change (Lost decade)
 Role of Startups:  Industrial infrastructure providing 
the best cost/performance means for Business Try 
& Error (R&D)
 Players are the key. Not the easy supply of dull 
money (collected from tax payers). 
 Fair partnership between the investors and players.
 Risk takers money (Investment) is the most effective









Issues and Possible Reforms in the U.S. Patent System 
ブロンウィン・ホール Bronwyn Hall，カリフォルニア大学バークレー校教授
日本における特許システムの改革と挑戦







Issues and Possible Reforms in the 
U.S. Patent System
Bronwyn H. Hall
Professor in the Graduate School
University of California at Berkeley
STEP
Overview
• Economics of patents and innovations
• Changes to US patent system in the past 
quarter century





Patents, innovation, and competition
• Traditional view
– Patents provide incentive for innovation
– Patents grant short term monopolies, bad for 
competition
• “New” view
– Patents increase cost of innovation
– Patents encourage entry in knowledge-intensive 
sectors
STEP
The Patent System Viewed by a 
Two-Handed Economist
Effects on Benefits Costs
Innovation creates an incentive for 
R&D;
promotes the diffusion of 
ideas
impedes the 
combination of new 
ideas & inventions; 
raises transaction costs
Competition facilitates entry of new 
small firms with limited 
assets;




monopolies, which may 






• Economic Theory:  mixed
– an incentive for innovation, but
– can slow advance in cumulative technologies 
– litigation fears discourage investment 
• Across U.S. Industries: great variation
– Clearest benefits: pharma, chemicals, medical devices
– Ambiguous: semiconductors, other IT
• Across countries and time: 
– Not much evidence that strengthening IP protection 
induces more domestic R&D and innovation
STEP
Conclusions from research
• Introducing or strengthening patent system results 
in an increase in patenting and the strategic uses of 
patents.
• Not clear that it increases innovation, although it 
may change its direction.
• Most responsive sectors are pharmaceuticals, 
biotechnology and specialty chemicals.
• Existence and strength of patent system affects 





Evolution of the U.S. Patent System 
since 1980
• Patenting extended to 
– new technology (biotechnology)
– technologies previously not subject to patent 
protection (business methods, software)
– upstream scientific research tools, materials, 
and discoveries
• Emergence of new players  (universities and 
public research institutions)
STEP
Evolution of the patent system, cont.
• Position of patent holders strengthened vis-à-vis 
alleged infringers
– Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit           higher 
validity rates from 1982
– Process Patent Amendments, 1988 (blocks imports)
– Major damage awards (e.g. Polaroid v. Kodak,
1986/1991)
– TRIPS Agreement, 1994
– No research exemption (Madey v. Duke, 2002)





• Doubling of patent applications and grants 
(to 100 per working hour), 1992-2002
• Higher renewal rates
• More frequent assertion of patents



























• Volume of patent applications threatens to degrade 
quality or lengthen backlog or both
• Decline in quality from other sources (prior art)
• Rising costs for acquiring and defending patents 
and securing licenses
• Increase in defensive patenting
• Difficulty negotiating patent thickets/risk of hold-
ups, especially in cumulative technologies
• Some impediments to research
STEP
Estimated Median Litigation Costs for Each 





Current prospects for reform
• High interest in U.S. Congress
– Response to NAS and FTC reports
– Lamar Smith (House) Orrin Hatch (Senate)
– Hearings - April, June, July, September last year
– HR 2795 introduced in June, substitute in Sept.
• Interested groups
– AIPLA, IPO, ABA IPL Section, BIO, BSA
– Coalition – 37 large cos. plus these groups propose a 
reform package
STEP
H. R. 2795 as proposed (amended)
• Changes the current "first to invent" standard to 
"first inventor to file“; one year grace period (㫝3)
• Eliminates the subjective "best mode" requirement 
from㫝112 of the Patent Act, delineating 
objective criteria that an inventor must set forth in 
an application (㫝4)
• Imposes a duty of candor and good faith on parties 
to contested cases before the patent office, 
eliminating inequitable conduct as a defense of 
patent unenforceability, unless at least one claim 




H. R. 2795 as proposed (amended)
• Reduces the scope of willful infringement by 
raising the standard of proof required, and limits 
the amount of damages a patentholder can collect 
from an infringer (㫝6). Substitute bills change 
wording, limit to cases where notice has been 
given.
• Limits patentees' ability to get injunctions (㫝7).
Removed.
• Authorizes the director of the patent office to 
regulate continuation applications (㫝8).
Removed, but Dudas has taken the initiative with 
Fed Register proposal
STEP
H. R. 2795 as proposed (amended)
• Establishes a new post-grant opposition system in 
the patent office with 9 month window (㫝9).
Subsequent 6 month window removed.
• Allows members of the public to introduce new 
information to the patent office up to six months 
after the date of publication of the patent 
application to challenge the patent and to provide 




Will there be a bill?
• Eventually, yes – a lot of support for some 
provisions
• Possibly not this year – problems with 
– apportionment of damages
– injunctions when patent is not being “worked”
• In the meantime, USPTO goes ahead with 




Reform of patent system in 
Japan and challenges
Sadao Nagaoka*
Institute of Innovation Research, Hitotsubashi 
University
January  2006




• Intellectual property rights (IPRs) protection in 
Japan has been significantly strengthened since 
early 1990s.
• Initially the impetus for such changes came 
from abroad:
the US-Japan agreement in 1994 
the TRIPs agreement in 1995 
• the reform has been undertaken as a one of the 





• The experiences for the past decade or so 
has highlighted new challenges
• Three major challenges facing patent 
system in Japan and in the US on which 
this paper focuses
-efficient patent examination
-efficient utilization of information disclosed 
in patent documents for industrial research
-the patent thicket problem 
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2. Reform of patent system in 
Japan in recent years
• Important reforms in the 1970s and 1980s
-introduction of product patent in 1976 
-full liberalization of multiple-claims for a 
patent in 1987
• The effect of the latter reform has unfolded 




• The stronger deterrence against 
infringement through strengthening
-the private damage system, 
-criminal sanctions and 
-the  power for a patentee to collect 
evidence of infringement 
• The expansion of the patentable subject 
matter in the filed of computer program. 
In 2000 computer program of itself 
became fully patentable as a product 
patent
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• the affirmation of the “doctrine of equivalents” by 
the Supreme Court in 1998 
• the switch from pre-grant opposition system to 
the post-grant opposition system in 1994, 
integrated with the invalidation trial in 2004
• No recourse to a compulsory licensing in order 
to resolve the blocking relationship, unless it is 
for the purpose of correcting an anticompetitive 




3 Efficient patent examinations
• In Japan, industrial R&D increased in real terms by 30% 
from 1990 to 2003, while  the number of patent 
examinations requested and the number of claims per 
patent application almost tripled from 1990 to 2004. 
see Figure 1 
• They reflect both stronger patent protection including the 
introduction of multiple claims and emergence of new 
technological opportunities. 
• The sharp increase of the number of patent 
examinations requested in 2004 was due to the patent 
law amendment in 1999, which forced a firm to decide 
whether it will seek a patent examination or not within 3 
years
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Figure 1.   Increasing patent examinations requests and 
increasing number of claims per patent
Data source. The numbers of examinations requested are from the annual reports of JPO.  The average 
numbers of claims per patent applications are from the IIP patent database. Industrial R&D are from the 





• The increasing complexity of a patent and 
increasing requests for patent 
examinations are putting strong pressure 
on the scarce examination capacities of 
the JPO. 
• The waiting period for examination 
increased from 19months at the end of 
1998 to 26 months at the end of 2004.
• Fast truck examinations are available for 




• Application of stricter inventive step standard in 
recent years 
• The grant rate of a patent declined to around 
50%, compared to more than 60% one decade 
ago.         (See Figure 2)
• Only 8% grant rate for business method related 
software
• The increase of invalidation rate in invalidation 
trial and the decrease of successful complaints 




Grant rate=the ratio of the granted patent applications relative to the sum of 
granted  and rejected patents, including abandoned patents. Made from the annual
reports of the JPO.
Figure 2.   Application of stricter inventive step standard
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Searching for the system of 
efficient examinations
• Lemely (2001) for the hybrid system similar to 
that of the Japanese system vs. 
Jaffe and Lerner (2004) for the presumption of 
validity assisted by stronger re-examination 
system
• The experience of the utility model of Japan 
since 1994 suggests that the hybrid system 
postponing the examination of an invention at 





Figure 3.  Applications for patents and utility models, and 
the intensity of the use of technical evaluations
the intensity of the use of technical evaluations=No. of technical evaluations by 
The JPO / the No. of applications of utility models in each year
Made from the annual reports of the JPO
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• On the other hand, inventors do not want 
immediate examinations, since lots of 
uncertainties exist with respect to the 
commercial applicability of an invention and 
a long time is necessary for its resolution
(see Figure 4) 
Forfeiting the option to postpone the 
requests of examinations as in the USA 
would probably not make sense 
• The participation of a third party in post-
grant opposition system tends to improve 




Figure 4.    The timing of the examination requests from the year of  patent 
application
Source: Prepared from the annual reports of the JPO
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In addition, 
• International collaboration among US, 
Japanese and European Patent 
Offices for mutual recognition of 
search results and examination results 
would significantly leveraging the 




4. Efficient utilization of 
disclosed information
• All patent applications are laid open in 18 months in the 
Japanese patent system. In addition, the first to file is the 
priority rule.
• Japanese firms regard patent as the most important 
source of information on rivals’ R&D (Cohen, Goto, 
Nagata, Nelson and Walsh (2002) )
• The patent examiners in Japan often cite only non-
granted patents as the basis of rejection on novelty 
and/or inventive step grounds. 㸢 the availability of such 
information would significantly help firms to avoid 
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• A rejection based on novelty and/or inventive 
step ground are often based on relatively old 
patent documents .
(see Table 2)
• This is the case in spite of the fact that a firm 
with higher R&D speed is more successful not 
only in getting a patent but also in obtaining a 
patent with broader scope.
(see Figure 5)
• The patent database of the patent office is an 
important knowledge infrastructure for invention 
and innovation.  There may be room for 
improving the functioning of the database.
SadaoNagaoka 20
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Table  2  Age of prior patent applications cited for ultimate rejections 





Figure 5.      Citation lag and forward citation frequency 
(based on the US patent grants between 1988 to 1992)
Source: made from the Chi database
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5. Ameliorating the patent thicket 
problem
• The proliferation of patents and the other 
intellectual property rights can deter rather 
promote innovation. 
• Patent thicket problem: high transaction 
costs, holdup risk, inefficiency of the 
chains of vertical monopolies and the 
difficulty of coalition formation




The problem looks to be most 
acute in IT related standard areas 
• Standards can have many essential patents 
• It is often possible for a firm to apply for new 
patents by using continuations and divisions 
especially in the USA even after the standard 
specification is set. 
• The disclosure policy is weak and  no precise 
definitions of what RAND (reasonable and non-
discriminatory licensing) means for each firm are 
provided by standard bodies.
• Non-granted patent applications may not be 
published in the USA 
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Table 3 Recent Standard-specifying Patent Pools
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Figure 6 Proportion of the essential patents applied or 
registered on or later than the month  of standard 
determination or the initiation of  licensing
Source:  Nagaoka(2005)
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Conclusions (Patent system for 
innovation)
• Stricter inventive step standard
• Facilitation of the third-party to provide information
• Providing the menus for self-selection by inventors 
• International collaboration of examinations
• Facilitation of the utilization of disclosed information for 
R&D and patenting decision
• Tighter rule on continuations and divisions 
• Strengthening the patent policy of standard bodies, 
including the clarification of   RAND conditions
• Exemption for research on subject matter 

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1.11.2006 M.B. Myers 
The U.S. Intellectual Property System
 Held in High Respect Within and Outside the U.S.
 IP Rights Being Aggressively Extended, Asserted & 
Enforced
 Coincides With a Period of Economic High 
Productivity
 How Well Does It Support Invention?
188
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Concerns and Criticisms
Concern for patent quality
Difficulty negotiating patent thickets 
especially in cumulative technologies
Increase in defensive patenting
Rising transaction costs 
Incursions on public domain of ideas
Impediments to research
1.11.2006 M.B. Myers 
Contrasting Different Forms of IP
Copyrights Patents Trade
secrets







Can you stay there? NO – except for 






Can you do it 
yourself?







up with the 
ideas on your 
own
Ref  S. Winter, Wharton, U Penn
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Economics of the Patent System
Effects on: Benefits Costs
 Creates an incentive for research 
and new product/process 
development.
 Encourages the disclosure of 
inventions.
 Impedes the combination of 
new ideas and inventions.
 Raises transaction costs for 
follow-on inventions.
 Provides an opportunity for 
rent seeking.
Competition  Encourages the entry of new 
(small) firms with a limited asset base
or in early stages of financing.
 Creates short-term 
monopolies that may become 
long-term network industries.
 May be used to maintain a 
cartel.
Innovation
Ref. B. Hall UC Berkeley
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Incentives and Rewards for Invention
 The Inventor:
 Solving Important Technology in Use Problems
 Professional Reputation, Recognition and Advancement
 Altruism
 Financial Gain
 Intellectual “Currency Within Organization
 Patents Are a Secondary Incentive for Invention
 Increased Innovation         Increases in Patents
 Importance Highly Sector Dependent
 Only 10% are Important and 1% Are Seminal
190
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Incentives and Rewards for Patents
 However for the Inventor/entrepreneur Patents Support:
 Opportunity to Start Companies
 Early Stage Funding
 A Form of Insurance
 10% of US Patent Applications Challenged 
 2 % of Patents Litigated
 Threat can be extremely high for small firm
 A New Form of Currency for Exchange
 Patents can provide access to needed technology
 A Qualified Option for Future Investment
1.11.2006 M.B. Myers 
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Continuing Issues
1. U.S. Patent Reform Act 2005




6. Proprietary v.s Open Source Software




Panel V: Industry and University Collaboration 
モデレーター：渡部 俊也，東京大学先端科学技術研究センター教授
米国における R&D 産学連携




Industry-University Partnerships in Japan 
近藤 正幸，科学技術政策研究所客員総括主任研究官／横浜国立大学大学院教授
ディスカッサント
ゲイル・カッセル Gail Cassell，イーライリリー 科学担当副社長
ジェームズ・ターナー James Turner，合衆国下院科学委員会民主党チーフスタッフ
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Industry-University R&D Partnerships 
in the United States
Irwin Feller, Senior Visiting Scientist, 
American Association for the Advancement of Science
“21st Century Innovation Systems for Japan and the 




• Framework: Levels of Relationships
• Learning as an Evolutionary Process
• Typology of Issues
• Recent Changes: Firms & Universities
• Principles for Collaborative R&D Partnerships




• Parties have realized benefits and adjusted 
expectations to experiences
• New issues have surfaced
• Parties seeking to formulate revised principles
to guide future collaborative relationships
















United States National Innovation 
System Characteristics
• Industry primary performer of r&d
• Universities primary performer of basic research
• Federal government primary source of funds for 
basic research (and thus of academic r&d)
196
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Magnitude of Financial Ties: I 
(FY2002)
• Universities perform 13% ($36B) of total 
U.S. r&d and 54% of basic research
• Industry share of academic r&d: 7%
• Academic r&d is 1.3% of industry r&d of
industry’s estimated self-funded r&d
($177 B) 
• Federal share of academic r&d: 59%
Magnitude of Financial Ties: II
• Industry philanthropy to universities and 
college-- $1.5B (cash and in-kind) (2003)




(Findings from Engineering Research Centers)
• What do Firms Expect/Receive from Partnerships?
– “Knowledge Generation and Transfer”
– Access to new ideas
– Opportunity to keep abreast of university-based research in a field
– Access to specific faculty
– Access to students as prospective hires
–Leverage Federal investments in basic research
• What do Universities Expect/Receive from Partnerships?
– Funds to support faculty research/facilities
– Funds to support graduate students
– Internship/placement opportunities for students
– Access to proprietary data/specialized equipment
– Participation in state government economic development programs
UC-Berkeley/Google, Microsoft, 
Sun Collaboration, 2005
• 3 Firms each to provide $500,000 annually for 5 
years to support new laboratory in computer design
• Support 6 faculty and 30 graduate students
• Pre-competitive generic research
• Nonproprietary, freely licensed licensed research















• Patent filing costs





• One-stop shopping: integration of Sponsored Research and 
Technology Transfer Offices
• Acceptance of publication delays (and deletion of proprietary 
material)
• Master agreements (with templates on disposition of 
intellectual property rights and provisions for mediation and 
arbitration)
• Risk management approach to intellectual property
199
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Surge in University 
Patent/Licensing Activities
Increases in:
• Number and size of technology 
transfer offices;






Shared recognition that most university 
inventions/patents are “embryonic technologies”
leads to different positions on apportionment of 




• Universities making excessive claims for IP 
ownership on industry sponsored research 
agreements
• Excessive claims for upfront payments, inconsistent 
with technical and economic uncertainties of 
academic inventions
• Alternative suppliers of basic research are available 
elsewhere
University Perspective
Upfront fees/milestone payments are needed 
“incentives” to lead firms to make necessary 




Changes in Universities Perspectives 
and Practices
• Increased acceptance of equity in lieu of royalties 
and fees
• Investments in “downstream” development of 
“embryonic technologies”
• Risk management strategies, consistent with low 






#1  A successful university-industry collaboration should 
support the mission of each partner. Any effort in conflict 
with the mission of either party will ultimately fail
#2  Institutional practices and national resources should focus on 
fostering appropriate long term relationships between 
universities and industry
#3  Universities and industry should focus on the benefit to each 
party that will result from collaborations by streamlining 
negotiations to ensure timely conduct of the research and the 
development of the research findings
202
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Excluded Third Party Benefits
• Public interest science—diminished role of 
universities as independent, neutral sources of 
scientific and technical expertise
• Conflicts of individual and institutional 
interests
• Development of an “anti-commons” that 
impedes the flow of knowledge, and thus the 








Symposium on “21st Century Innovation System for Japan and the United States”
Tokyo, January 10-11, 2006
Prof. Masayuki KONDO
Yokohama National University/
National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP)
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Outline of Presentation
 University-Industry Partnerships in a National Innovation System
 University-Industry Partnerships 
 Historical Development in Japan 
 The First Engineering Department of a University in the World
-- Department of Engineering, Tokyo University --
 A Research Institute that Lead a Large Industrial Group
-- RIKEN (Institute of Physical and Chemical Research) --
 Recent Movements in Japan 
 Joint Research 
 Technology Licensing






in a National Innovation System
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Role Charts
 (unit: %) 
Universities         









(14.5) (23.0)   (62.4) 
B    A       D 
(19.1) (23.9)    (57.1) 
Japan (2003) 




















How can we utilize S&T for society, economy and business 



















































The First Engineering Department of 
a University in the World
 Imperial College of Engineering was 
established under Ministry of Engineering in 
1873.
This became College of Engineering of 
Imperial University (Current Tokyo 
University) in 1886.
M.Kondo 10
Education at Imperial College of Engineering
 Dr. Henry Dyer from Scotland was the President 
from 1873-1882. 
 Combination of Theories and Practices
 School 2 years 
 College 2 years 
 Practice 2 years
 Graduates worked in the industry. 





A Research Institute that Lead a Large Industrial Group
- RIKEN (Institute of Physical and Chemical Research) -
 Academic Achievement
 2 Nobel Prize Laureates: 
- Dr. Yukawa and Dr. Tomonaga  
- (Dr. Fukui was also related.)
 1,686 papers in Japanese and 1,072 papers in foreign 
languages from 1922 to 1941 
 Industrial Achievement 
 RIKEN registered 0.7 percent of all patents (848 patents) 
registered in Japan during the period from 1918 to 1944.
 The RIKEN Industrial Group consisted of 63 companies at its 
peak. One of them is the root of Ricoh.
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Establishment of RIKEN
 Dr. Jokichi TAKAMINE, a scientist and millionaire living in 
the United States, pointed out the need for a National 
Science Research Institute in 1913.
 Prime Minister Shigenobu OKUMA convened the Council to 
Promote Establishment of RIKEN in 1916.
 It was established as a nonprofit foundation in 1917 and 
was abolished in 1948.






Revenue of RIKEN 
        
year 1927 1939 1940
thousand yen % thousand yen % thousand yen %
R&D 13 2.0 264 7.1 137 3.8
patent royalty 0 0.0 1793 48.4 2182 60.4
production work 206 31.2 53 1.4 44 1.2
stock operation 37 5.6 740 20.0 6 0.2
rent 6 0.9 1 0.0 1 0.0
interests and dividends 143 21.7 793 21.4 876 24.3
subsidies 250 37.9 0 0.0 0 0.0
miscellaneous 4 0.6 61 1.6 367 10.2
total 660 100.0 3705 100.0 3611 100.0
Source: The author tabulated using the data from Saito, Ken, Research on a new concern RIKEN Industrial Group (in
Japanese), Jichosha, January 1987. 
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Unique Management Concepts of 
RIKEN Industrial Group
 Science Capital Industry (Scientific knowledge is the 
key.),
 Intellectual Management (eg. mechanical engineering 
for chemical plants), 
 Combinatory Management (the use of byproducts for 
other processes in the same premise) and 





Recent Movements in Japan
M.Kondo 16
Forms of University-Industry Partnership 
 Joint Knowledge Creation
 Joint research
 Contract research 
 (Donation)
 Comprehensive collaboration agreement 
 Knowledge Transfer 
 Journal papers and books
 Conference presentations 
 Via students
 Graduating students
 Internship in companies
 Students sent by companies
 Consultancy
 Licensing
 Knowledge-based Starting Up 
 Academic spin-offs 
Notes. 1. This classification is based on M. Kondo, Policy Innovation in Science and Technology in Japan –from S&T 
Policy to Innovation Policy– (in Japanese), J of Science Policy and Research Management, Vol.19, No.3/4, 
pp.132-140, 2004. 




Policies to Promote University-Industry Partnerships 
in Japan
Joint Knowledge Creation 
Joint Research Centers
Research Grants for University-Industry Collaborative Research 
Knowledge Transfer
Technology Licensing Organizations (TLOs)
University IPR Management Centers
Knowledge-based Starting Up
Venturing Business Laboratories (VBLs)
Incubation Centers
Relaxation of the regulation on side jobs 
Overall
Changing National Universities into National University Agencies
M.Kondo 18









Cumulative total of centers
Cumulative total of centers 3 8 13 18 23 28 33 38 43 47 49 52 53 56 61 62



































First Plan Period Second Plan Period




Offices for University-Industry Cooperation
Data:  Based on the responses to “Questionnaire Survey on Achievements of S&T Basic Plan (survey on policies related to industry-
academia-government cooperation and regional innovation),” (distributed in June 2004)
Source: NISTEP
already established under consideration none
large companies 
National research institutes*3
Private universities with 
natural science departments
Private universities 
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University – Industry Joint Research  
Data: The data for national universities is calculated, using the source from MEXT HP and its “University-Industry 
Research Cooperation: A Status Report, 1983-2001,” March 2003.  Others are based on the result from the 























Trends of Joint Research at Yokohama National University
- Deepening and Diversification -
Deepening
Number of joint research projects per company increased. 
Joint research projects with large budget increased. 
Joint research in the same prefecture increased in terms of 
number and total budget. 
Diversification
The  budget difference between the largest and the smallest 
became wider. 
Joint research projects with new companies including MNCs
increased.
The ratio of university researchers conducting joint research with 
companies over all university researchers increased. 
Source: K. Sakamoto and M. Kondo, The Analysis of University-Industry Research Collaborations by Time Series and 
Corporate Characteristics (in Japanese), Development Engineering, Vol.10, 11-26, 2004.
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Coauthorship between Company Researchers and 
University Researchers
Source: (Japan)Prepared by NISTEP using the CD-ROM version of SCI 
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Ratio of joint-authored papers 
between companies and other sectors in U.S.
Universities National research institutes Special public corporations
Hospitals Nonprofit organizations Local government 
research institutes
Foreign
Universities National research institutes
Nonprofit organizations Foreign





Science Linkage in U.S. Patents
*: “Science linkage” is the number of cited scientific papers in the U.S. patent examination reports per registered patent. It indicates a 
frequency of the use of scientific knowledge among patents.
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R&D 3.3 trillion yen 
(in 2002)



















0.55 billion yen 
(in 2003)

















An Enterprise to Overseas Market
Exports Licensing FDI




Source: M. Kondo, Policy Innovation in Science and Technology in Japan –from S&T Policy to Innovation 




Data: Calculated by NISTEP based on “University-Spin-Off Survey FY2004” by  Tsukuba University  and 
Yokohama National University.  
Source: NISTEP
Academic Spin-Offs
*Accumulated total is 916 as of August of 2004.
Academic Spin-Offs by Areas













Number of start-ups 
annually established
38 14 15 22 33 62 127 152 159 179
Up to
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003




















Academic Spin-Offs in Japan
M.Kondo 28
Newspaper Articles on “University Spin-offs”
in Japan




Cross-over among Industry, Universities and 
Public Research Institutes
Source: M. Kondo, University spin-offs in Japan, Asia Pacific Tech Monitor, March-April 2004, pp.37-43, Asian and Pacific 









Profiles of Academic Spin-off Founders
Table: Profiles of Founders 
Founders Ratios (㧑)
Faculty 69.7 
   of which professors     44.2
Students  22.9
   of which doctor course students        11.2 
   of which master course students         7.5 







Future Business of Academic Spin-offs
Future Business 
Intended Future Business Ratios (%) 
Licensing out 25.7
Product sales using OEM 22.4
Product manufacturing and sales 16.1 
Contract research and design 14.6
Sales of developed patents  11.5 
Others  9.6







 A university needs to keep its identity. 
 Rules to avoid conflicts of interests need to 
be established. 
 Practices to handle research tool patents in 
academic research need to be established. 
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The Roles of University-Industry Partnerships in Japan
At the national level 
 Narrowing the gap between high S&T potential and low 
industrial performance to strengthen industrial 
competitiveness
 Creating internationally competitive universities 
At the regional level 
 Creating regional innovation systems
 University-industry collaborative R&D and university spin-offs are 
promoted in regional innovation policies. 
 Knowledge Cluster Initiative
 Industrial Cluster Program
220
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21st Century Innovation 
Systems for the US and Japan
Jim Turner
Chief Democratic Counsel
House Committee on Science
Overview
• Professors Feller and Kondo gave very 
broad and rich talks
• Good pairing
• Between them they covered the history 
and breadth of university/industry relations 
• Would love to hear their views on the 




Issues from Kondo Presentation
• Many parallels between US and Japanese 
institutions mentioned by Prof. Kondo
– University of Tokyo School of Engineering/Land Grant 
Universities in the US
– Riken(Rikoh)/Radio Corporation of America (RCA)
– National University Agencies/Charter Universities in 
US
– Joint Research Centers at Universities/ Industry 
presence at major US universities
– The diversity of industries served at Yokohama 
National University and Penn State University
University Licensing: 
Japan-US Comparison
• Japan’s experience mirrors the US experience 
over Bayh-Dole’s first 20 years
• In U.S., growth in R&D preceded large 
expansion in University patent applications 
came
• Licensing income increase came after growth in 
licensing contracts
• Large spin-offs from academia took longest to 
develop and were preceded by deepening of 




• Change took time.
• Increase in patents granted to universities  
(1982—375;  1990—1184; 1998—3151;
2003—3450: New patents filed—7203).
• University royalties from licensing (1991--$130 
million;  1999--$675 million;    2003—$1.033 
billion).
• Startup companies formed with university 
patents   (1994—175;  1999—275; 2002—370; 
2003—348).
Issues from Feller Presentation
• Agree that 25 years is proper period of 
review since in 1980 both Bayh-Dole and 
Stevenson Wydler Innovation Act passed
• Agree with content of Feller speech
• Relationships and framework of university-
industry cooperation are still evolving
• Large number of second-tier universities 
now trying to participate




• Feller talk was written from university point 
of view
• If done from industry point of view, 
National Cooperative Research Act as 
much a change agent as Bayh-Dole
– This anti-trust reform preceded joint research 
in industry, formation of high technology small 
businesses, and subsequent decline of large 
corporate labs
Industry-University Conflict
• Conflict currently a problem but probably short-
term because market forces are at work.  Great 
competition among universities for relations with 
top companies.
• Universities who are rigid in patent matters can 
lose not only relations with companies but also 
labs, professors or students to competitors.
• Model ground rules for collaborations will evolve 
quickly and become norms for efficient markets. 




Small vs. Large Companies
• It is important to realize that successful 
university dealings with small companies very 
different from dealings with multinationals
• Many university innovations too small for 
established companies
• Nurturing an entrepreneur is closely related to 
traditional university role as nurturer of students
• Universities becoming major force in local 
economic development and politics 
Large Companies
• Internet and IT advances are dramatically shortening 
product cycle times and revolutionizing the way 
businesses deal with those outside the company
• Universities currently not structured to move beyond the 
1.7 percent of industrial research they now perform. 
• Working with large firms will increasingly require major 
shifts in university culture
• Large firms will need just-in-time suppliers of research 
ideas, who understand modern business practices.
• Eventually, universities will be involved in virtual 
companies and company supply chain networks 




Preservation of University Culture
• Quality of research universities is highly 
dependent on federal funding.  Increased 
university funding by industry will come, but will 
take time.
• Concerns of Professors Feller and Kondo about 
potential adverse effects on university culture 
are very real.
• Universities have a lot to gain from best industry 
practices such as Six Sigma.
• In my opinion, the good from closer university-













Government Support to University Research – Trend and Issues in Japan 
下田 隆二，東京工業大学統合研究院教授
ディスカッサント
ウィリアム・スペンサー William Spencer，全米アカデミー 科学技術経済政策委員会／
SEMATECH 元会長
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William B. Bonvillian 
Conference on 21st Century
Innovation Systems for Japan and 
the U.S. - Tokyo
January 10-11, 2006
--
DARPA AND THE US 
CONNECTED SCIENCE 
MODEL FOR INNOVATION 
- WHERE IS IT NOW?
I. INTRODUCTION – FUNDAMENTALS OF 
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
*Carlotta Perez (Schumpeterian economist) –
industrial and therefore societal transformation 
roughly every half century starting with the 
emerging industrial revolution in Britain in 1770, 
and based on long innovation waves; military 
power transformed as well, and world military 
leadership parallels industrial leadership
*US led last three innovation waves (IT is the 
most recent); will this continue?  If it doesn’t,
then over time the US loses economic
leadership
*Deep interaction in US between war and 
technology – war has greatly influenced 
technology evolution, but the converse is also 
true.
DARPA good example of that interaction
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Introduction, Con’t
Concerning DARPA, can’t talk about US defense 
technology separate and apart from the technology that 
is driving the US economy – they are both part of the 
same technology paradigms.
*If technology innovation is a driving force in US 
economic progress (and also for US military capability), 
we need to understand what are the causal factors 
behind innovation. 
*One of the factors is critical institutions. Arguably, there 
are critical technology and science institutions that can 
introduce not simply inventions or applications, but 
significant elements of entire innovations. 
*We will focus on aspects of the U.S. innovation system 
supported by DARPA – Eisenhower creation; primary 
inheritor of WW2 connected science model; 
disproportionate postwar technology role
*Further, we will attempt to understand where DARPA 
came from, and ask, how strong does it remain, as a 
way of focusing on the continuing strength of the US 
innovation system.  Will also note DARPA clones.
SUMMARY OF MAJOR POINTS
AS WE REVIEW THIS QUESTION OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN US 
ECONOMIC LEADERSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP, AN INITIAL 
QUESTION IS:
GROWTH ECONOMISTS SOLOW AND ROMER HAVE POSITED TWO DIRECT 
INNOVATION FACTORS – R&D/TALENT
INDIRECT INNOVATION FACTORS
IS THERE A  3RD DIRECT INNOVATION FACTOR? S&T ORGANIZATION?
INNOVATION SYSTEMS OPERATE AT THE INSTITUTION LEVEL, AND AT THE 
PERSONAL LEVEL 
AT THE PERSONAL LEVEL WE WILL EXPLORE THE NATURE OF THE 
INNOVATION CULTURES AT: 
EDISON AT MENLO PARK
VANNEVAR BUSH AND ALFRED LOOMIS – THE RAD LAB AT MIT
BARDEEN, BRATAIN, SHOCKLEY AT BELL LABS 
THEN WE WILL TURN TO AN ARGUABLY UNIQUE INSTITUTION:
DAPRA, THAT OPERATES AT BOTH THE PERSONAL AND INSTITUTIONAL 
LEVELS 
AT DARPA WE WILL REVIEW THE STORY OF 
JCR LICKLIDER AND THE DARPA CULTURE – PERSONAL COMPUTING, THE 
INTERNET; GREAT GROUPS AND GREAT INSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTEDNESS
WE WILL CLOSE WITH A LOOK AT, WHERE IS DARPA NOW?
AND WE WILL NOTE THE DARPA CLONES THAT ARE EMERGING AT OTHER 
US R&D AGENCIES     
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Solow and Romer
II. ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION 
AND TALENT IN GROWTH 
What do we know about the nature of innovation in economic transformation? what are the causal factors in 
economic growth? 
Professor of Economics Robert Solow, MIT --
Solow’s Basic Growth Theory:
NOBEL PRIZE IN 1987; FIRST OF THE GROWTH ECONOMISTS 
ATTACKS CLASSICAL ECONOMICS GROWTH MODEL AS STATIC MODEL -
BASED ON CAPITAL AND LABOR SUPPLY
FOUND MORE THAN HALF OF U.S. ECONOMIC GROWTH WAS CREATED 
THROUGH TECHNOLOGICAL AND RELATED INNOVATION
DYNAMIC MODEL – WE CAN CREATE GROWTH AND THEREFORE SOCIETAL 
WELLBEING BY FOSTERING INNOVATION
DIRECT (OR EXPLICIT) INNOVATION FACTOR  #1:  R&D
Professor of Economics Paul M. Romer, Stamford Univ.
Romer’s Basic Growth Theory
If economic growth occurs primarily through technological and related innovation, 
Then: the key factor behind that innovation is “HUMAN CAPITAL ENGAGED IN 
RESEARCH”
Has a “Prospector Theory” of Innovation
SO: TWO KEY DIRECT OR EXPLICIT GROWTH FACTORS:
R&D THAT YIELDS TECH INNOVATION (Solow)
TALENT ENGAGED IN R&D (Romer)




Note: also part of Innovation Systems are Indirect/Implicit Innovation Factors:  





Gov’t procurement (for mission agencies)
Intellectual Property protection system
Legal/Liability system
Regulatory system (environment, health, safety, market solvency and market transparency, financial 
institutions, etc.)
Accounting standards (via SEC through FASB)
Export controls, ETC. 







Management & Management Organization, re: innovative and competitive quality of firms
Talent Compensation/Reward,  ETC.
III. QUESTION: IS THERE A THIRD
DIRECT/EXPLICIT INNOVATION FACTOR?
ANSWER: ARGUABLY, YES -
THE ORGANIZATION SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY –
THE WAY THE R&D AND THE R&D TALENT 
COME TOGETHER IN AN INNOVATION 
SYSTEM
ARGUABLY, INNOVATION ORGANIZATION 
OPERATES AT AT LEAST TWO LEVELS –
THE INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL AND THE 
PERSONAL, FACE TO FACE LEVEL – WE
WILL EXPLORE THESE IN SUCCESSION.
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Innovation Systems at the 
Institutional Level
WW2 – Vannevar Bush heads OSRD and 
NRDC – science/tech is integrated
Post-WW2 – Bush’s “Endless Frontier” – gov’t
role is to fund basic research – pipeline model 
– segregation of research stages
R&D are separated 
Plethora of agencies when NSF set up late
Result – Legacy of disconnected science
Note: No other nation organizes science this 
way
Innovation Systems at the Personal
Level – Great Groups
People innovate not institutions. 
It’s not only the process of creating connected 
science at the institutional level – what about at 
the personal level, the face to face level?
Warren Bennis, “Organizing Genius” (1997) –
writes about the rule sets for “great groups”
Let’s review the organizing elements of three US 
“great groups”
– Edison at Menlo Park
– Vannevar Bush and Alfred Loomis at the Rad Lab at 
MIT
– The transistor team at Bell Labs
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Edison and the “Invention
Factory” at Menlo Park
1) Edison at Menlo Park
Edison assembles dozen plus artisans and a few trained scientists at 100 
foot wood frame building on his New Jersey farm – calls it his “Invention 
Factory”
They work 24/7 – have pies at midnight, sing songs, recite poems
Invent the light bulb, but then have to invent whole electrical infrastructure –
generators, public utility model, fire safety, wiring 
Use Challenge Model – trying to solve specific challenge, goal, apply both 
practical and basic science to get there – Edison creates connected model 
tying invention to innovation – all stages 
Edison stands up non-hierarchical, relatively flat, 2-level, collaborative
operation
Mix of experimentalists and theorists, artisans and trained 
scientists/engineers  
Edison Effect – Edison has to derive electron theory to explain results –
leads to atomic physics advances
Lesson – science is not a linear pipeline going from basic to applied – it
goes both ways: basic to applied and applied to basic – and have to have 
team that can collaborate in both ways
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Bush and Loomis and the Rad
Lab  at MIT
MIT’s Rad Lab
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2) Vannevar Bush and Alfred Loomis 
and the Rad Lab At MIT– 1940-1945
see discussion in: Jennet Conant, Tuxedo Park (2004), Pascal 
Zachary, The Endless Frontier (1997)
Bush and Loomis mobilize science for FDR on the eve of WW2
Bush – Engineering Dean at MIT, then heads Carnegie 
Institution in Wash., DC – becomes FDR’s science operative
Loomis – loves science but becomes lawyer, leading Wall St 
financier for electric utilities in 20’s, sells out in ’28, sets up 
private lab at Tuxedo Park estate in 30’s for who’s who of pre-
war physics
Loomis’ field of study – microwave physics
Bush centralizes science under “ONE TENT” – makes all  the 
key organizational decisions -heads NACA then NDRC then 
OSRD
Bush brings in Loomis, Sec. of War Stimson’s 1st cousin, to 
organize defense science
Loomis stands up the Rad Lab at MIT – in weeks, after British 
hand over microwave radar to him at the Shoreham Hotel in DC
2) Con’t – V. Bush and A.Loomis
Loomis and his friend Ernest Lawrence of Berkeley call 
in the whole talent base of US physics into the Rad
Lab
Loomis personally funds it while gov’t approvals are 
delayed
Rad Lab – flat, non-hierarchical – project managers 
and teams, intense work around the clock, high spirits, 
purposely kept out of the military
Develop microwave radar, proximity fuse – 11 Nobel 
prizewinners come out of Rad Lab, lays the 
foundations for modern US electronics
Use Challenge Model – challenge based on 
fundamental breakthrough, connected to development, 
prototyping, and initial product market 
Both have the connection and authority to immediately 
go directly to the President and Sec. of War
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Transistor Team at Bell Labs 
Bell Labs
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2) Transistor Team at Bell Labs
Bell Labs’ Murray Hill facility is consciously modeled 
pre-war on Edison’s Menlo Park, and postwar by 
AT&T’s VP Mervin Kelly on the great military labs of 
WW2 – the Rad Lab and Los Alamos
When Bardeen arrives at Murray Hill in ’45 his first 
act is to sell his patent rights to AT&T for $1 – “I really 
feel this is only fair. People can cooperate without 
worrying who is going to get the patent rights and this 
promotes a much freer exchange of ideas.” - Bardeen
Mervin Kelly and Shockley want a solid state physics 
team of 50 scientists and technicians – emphasis on 
fundamental research but with an eye to practical 
applications
3) Con’t - Transistor Team
Bardeen and Brattain developed profoundly close 
collaboration – scientific skills and intuition of each 
matched each other – one outgoing, one reflective –
families are social friends - deep mutual respect
Backed up by AT&T’s rich industrial technical support 
system, with latest equipment and tech staff support
“magic month” – mid-Nov. to Dec. 16, 1947 – they
develop first transistor
Shockley, their supervisor who provided initial project 
definition, working in secret at his home adds key 
features [Semiconductor sandwich vs. elec. contact 
point], and tries to preempt patent 
Shockley’s secrecy wrecks the trio’s collaboration 
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3) Con’t - Transistor Team
Before Shockley breaks up the collaboration:
True Genius, p. 127 - “The solid-state group 
divided up tasks: Brattain studied surface 
properties such as contact potential; Pearson 
looked at bulk properties such as the mobility of 
holes and electrons; and Gibney contributed his 
knowledge of the physical chemistry of surfaces.
Bardeen and Shockley followed the work of all 
members, offering suggestions and 
conceptualizing the work. ‘It was probably one of 
the greatest research teams ever pulled together 
on a problem,’ said Brattain.”
ÆÆÆ
3) Con’t - Transistor Team
“’I cannot overemphasize the rapport of this 
group. We would meet together to discuss 
important steps almost on the spur of the 
moment of an afternoon.  We would discuss 
things freely.  I think many of us had ideas in 
these discussion groups, one person’s remarks 
suggesting an idea to another.  We went to the 
heart of many things during the existence of this 
group, and always when we got to the place 
where something needed to be done, 
experimental or theoretical, there was never any 
question as to who was the appropriate man in 
the group to do it’” Brattain in Daitch and
Huddelston, True Genius, pp. 127-128
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SUMMARY FROM GREAT 
GROUPS:
Teams are highly collaborative
Flat, non-hierarchical and democratic
Networked to the best thinking (for ex., 
Shockley and Bardeen travel for 2 mos in the 
summer of ’47 talking to the best European 
scientists in solid state area)
Uses Challenge Model – fundamental science 
but breakthrough application in mind across 
basic, applied, prototype, development stages 
– you have “to ship”
IV. DARPA AS A UNIQUE MODEL –
COMBINING INSTITUTIONAL 
CONNECTEDNESS AND GREAT GROUPS
We have discussed the concept of innovation organization as 
a third direct innovation factor, and noted that it operates at 
both the institutional level and the personal level.  Unlike the
four personal level models we have discussed above, 
DARPA has operated at both the institutional and personal 
levels.
Eisenhower’s initial 1957 creation ended up as a unique 
entity. It got around the post WW2 dismantlement of the 
connected science model, and end of the “Great Group”
culture at the Rad Lab.
DARPA becomes a bridge organization connecting these two 
organizational elements, unlike any other R&D entity stood 
up in government.     
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JCR Licklider - “Man-Machine Interface” / “Human-
Computer Symbiosis”: "The hope is that in not too 
many years, human brains and computing machines 
will be coupled together very tightly, and that the 
resulting partnership will think as no human brain has 
ever thought.” -1960
JCR Licklider and the DARPA Model 
(see discussion in: Mitchell Waldrop, Dream Machine (2001)
In 1960 Licklider writes about the “Man-Machine Interface” / “Human-
Computer Symbiosis”: "The hope is that in not too many years, human 
brains and computing machines will be coupled together very tightly, and 
that the resulting partnership will think as no human brain has ever 
thought.”
By 1960 – Licklider has envisioned both personal computing (as 
opposed to the then-dominant main-frame computing), the internet, the 
www, and nearly all the features we are still realizing 
Then Licklider goes to (D)ARPA – brought in to solve Kennedy’s and 
MacNamara’s command and control problem
Rare case of the visionary being placed in the position of vision-enabler
He funds, selects, organizes and stands up the support network of talent 
– researchers at Univ’s and co’s – that builds personal computing and 
the internet
DARPA under Jack Ruina, Charles Herzfeld, and George Heilmeier back
Licklider in creating the first and greatest success of the DARPA model
Licklider creates a series of Great Groups – these in turn have the key 
features of Rad Lab, Los Alamos – Doug Englebart’s Demo, Robert 
Taylor at Xerox Parc
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Elements in the DARPA Model
At the Institutional level – DARPA is able to do connected science –
model requires: 
Revolutionary technology development - fundamental science connected 
through the development and prototyping stages
Other ways DARPA assures connectedness:
-Cook-Deegan quote about DARPA role in the Pentagon bureaucracy –
developed ability to make connections across the DOD stovepipes 
-Uses funding to leverage contributions from other DOD service tech
development organizations, and promote service adaptation and 
production
-Uses other DOD entities as its agents – promotes cooperation across 
the stovepipes – helps assure prototypes will move into production stage 
where DOD will create first market 
Other DARPA Characteristics – affect it’s ability to operate at the 
Institutional and Great Group levels 
The DARPA Model -
Small and flexible –100/150 professionals – “100 geniuses connected by a travel 
agent”;
Flat organization - no hierarchy, 2 levels;
Substantial autonomy and freedom from bureaucratic impediments – operates
outside civil service hiring and gov’t contracting rules;
Technical staff drawn from world-class scientists and engineers with 
representation from industry, universities, government laboratories and Federally 
Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDC’s);
Technical staff hired or assigned for 3-5 years and rotated to assure fresh 
thinking and perspectives;
Project based –CHALLENGE MODEL -
all efforts typically 3-5 years long with strong focus on end-goals. Major 
technological challenges may be addressed over much longer times but only as a 
series of focused steps. 
The end of each project is the end. It may be that another project is started in 
the same technical area, perhaps with the same program manager and, to the 
outside world, this may be seen as a simple extension. For DARPA, though, it is a 
conscious weighing of the current opportunity and a completely fresh decision. 
The fact of prior investment is irrelevant;
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The DARPA Model, Con’t
Necessary supporting personnel (technical, contracting, 
administrative) are "hired" on a temporary basis to provide complete 
flexibility to get into and out of an area without the problems of sustaining 
the staff. This is by agreement with Defense or other governmental 
organizations (military R&D groups, National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, National Science Foundation, etc.) and from System
Engineering and Technical Assistance (SETA) contractors – builds
collaboration and leverages help across DOD stovepipes;
Program Managers (the heart of DARPA) are selected to be 
technically outstanding and entrepreneurial. “The best DARPA 
Program Managers have always been freewheeling zealots in pursuit of 
their goals”;
Management is focused on basic stewardship of taxpayer funds but 
imposes little else in terms of rules. Management's job is to enable the 
Program Managers – empowerment model;
A complete acceptance of failure if the payoff of success was high 
enough – high risk model for breakthrough opportunity
The DARPA Model, Con’t
Oriented to Revolutionary Technology breakthroughs –
Radical not Incremental Innovation – emphasis on High Risk 
Investment 
Fundamental through prototype – hands off production to services 
OR commercial sector 
Usually works on solutions to Joint Service problems – works 
across DOD’s stovepipes – and leverages them
Typical project:
$10-40m over 4 years
Single DARPA Project Manager controls
Other Defense R&D agency or outside contractor manages 
administrative side–buy in
Typically combines private co’s and Univ’s, all aimed at common 
goal
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V. DARPA TODAY – HOW
HEALTHY IS THE MODEL? 
Arguably economic innovation sectors are best described as 
ecosystems and Marco Iansati and Roy Levien have argued (in The 
Keystone Advantage, Harvard Bus. Sch. Press 2005)) that within these 
systems are keystone firms that take on the task of sustaining the
while ecosystem by connecting participants and promoting the 
progress of the whole system. 
Iansati has also argued that these innovation systems start to decline 
or shift elsewhere where the keystone firms cease being thought 
leaders and instead shift to what he calls “landlord” status.  There, the 
landlord shifts to simply extracting value from the existing system
rather than continuously attempting to renew and build the system.
Does this analogy apply to DARPA?
DARPA appears increasingly focused on a problem DARPA ran into 
the end of the Cold War and its higher levels of procurement – the 
breakdown of technology transition into services. However, rather than 
attempting build a new basis for revolutionary technology investment,
DARPA has been retreating from radical innovation to incremental
innovation, shifting investment into late stage development 
Is DARPA Changing its Model?
DARPA has also been growing its black programs, which has meant 
cutting back on Univ. ties and focusing on a much narrower group of
innovators, largely in certain secure defense industries – this means 
greatly reduced mindshare in the technology community engaged on the
problems DARPA must solve.
So: Cutting back on breakthrough model, its historic mission
Cutting way back on IT funding – down to around $140m – not pursuing 
breakthrough IT advance despite past leadership in this area.  Budget 
analysts report that shorter term incremental work space launch and 
satellite “repair” are taking the growing part off the DARPA budget.   
“Up or out” review process – placing R&D on short term course with 
frequent policy reversals/turns that limits the ability to mount creative 
longer-term investment programs so important to past development.
Heart of DARPA creativity in the past was in highly talented and
empowered project managers.  However, the role of project managers is 
now sharply curtailed by a centralized management approach
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Is DARPA Changing its Model?
DARPA has always been able to pick the brightest technologists in the 
nation, which has been crucial to its advances.  However, critics are now 
saying that DARPA is now having trouble filling its positions.
DARPA in the past has operated in both the civilian and defense 
economies, understanding they are the same economies.  It has spun 
technology off to the civilian sector where it has further evolved enabling 
DOD to buy it back at radically lower costs and taking advantage of
civilian advances, as in computing, or for defense only needs like Stealth, 
spun it off to the defense sector.  
Increasingly, DARPA appears less interested in civilian economy, despite 
DOD’s increasing cost crisis and the need to take advantage of advances 
in that sector.  Despite DARPA’s historic role in successfully straddling 
both sectors, one DARPA leader has referred to advances in the civilian 
sector as “NSF’s job” despite DARPA’s need to play in both worlds.  
Danger that DARPA is retreating into Iansati’s and Levien’s “landlordism”
– not renewing but living off past advances
Other Aspects of US Defense 
Technology Leadership – Also in 
Trouble?
CSIS Report – disinvestment in fundamental 
science – leadership comes out of this area
DSB Report – disinvestment in areas of critical 
advance in IT
Defense Personnel problems – affects talent base
Civilian Sector reports – Council on 
Competitiveness, National Innovation Initiative; 
NAS, Gathering Storm
These issues not being dealt with at DOD
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VI. DARPA CLONES EMERGE 
AT OTHER AGENCIES
Homeland Security Dept. – HSARPA- in
law for homeland security R&D
Energy Dept. – Congress proposing 
DARPA model for DOE entity
Cures Act from Congress – proposes 
HARPA  at NIH – health advanced 
research connected to applied 
development
Biothreats Act from Congress – proposes
BARPA – for connected biothreat R&D
VII. CLOSING SUMMARY:
Growth Economics posits two direct/explicit innovation 
factors:
1) R&D (Solow) and 
2) S&T Talent (Romer)
Is there a 3rd Direct/Explicit Innovation Factor?
Arguably yes – the Organization of S&T – how you put 
together your R&D and Talent into a system 
Operates at Institutional and Personal Levels
Looked at famous examples S&T organizational success for 
common threads 
Menlo Park, Vannevar Bush’s and Alfred Loomis’ Rad Lab at 
MIT, Transistor team at Bell Labs
DARPA as a reprise of the connected challenge models at 
Rad Lab – operating at the institutional and personal level
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Closing Summary, Con’t
These institutions are deeply collaborative, flat, feature 
close-knit talent, democratic, flexible, are oriented to 
breakthrough radical innovation
They use a Challenge Model for R&D - move from 
fundamental back and forth with applied, connected to 
development, prototyping, and access to initial production
Follow an innovation path not simply an invention path
Like all human institutions, these organizational models are 
transitory
DARPA as a unique model – operating at the institutional 
and personal level
DARPA model has been the longest lasting – unique in the 
federal gov’t – seemed to be the most capable of ongoing 
renewal
But that DARPA model now may be being shifted – part of 
an issue over continued U.S. defense technology superiority 
Meanwhile, DARPA clones proposed in other agencies
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パネル VII：産学官連携：バイオテクノロジーの挑戦




Perspective on Current Trends in Drug Development in the United States 
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日本の公的部門はバイオメディカル研究に大きく貢献したのか？：1991-2001 年におけ
る政府／大学の特許の詳細分析
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Is There a Significant Contribution of Public Sector in 
Biomedical Research in Japan?
A Detailed Analysis of Government/ University 
Patenting, 1991-2001
Yosuke Okada (Hitotsubashi University)
Kenta Nakamura (Hitotsubashi University)
Akira Tohei (CPRC, Japan Fair Trade Commission)
11 January 2006
Symposium on “21st Century Innovation Systems 
for Japan and the United States”
@Mita Kaigisho
1. Introduction and Motivation
 Does the pro-patent policy for public sector research in Japan encourage 
industry-university-government collaboration in patenting?
 If so, did the collaboration among them really produce important patents in 
biotechnology research? 
 For example, is the value of corporate patents positively associated with the 
presence of co-assignees, especially when the co-assignees are government 
research institutes and/or universities?
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1. Introduction and Motivation (cont.)
 After the enactment of the Basic Law on Science and Technology in 1995, 
a series of legislations were implemented encouraging collaborative 
research among industry, government and university. (Table 1) .
 Major policy initiatives, such as TLO Act and the so-called Japanese Bayh-
Dole Act, have been introduced in Japan since 1998.
 Traditionally, the Japanese government put the top priority to energy-
related research (including nuclear fusion). But the Basic Plan for Science 
and Technology redirected the allocation of government research 
expenditures slightly, putting much more weight on life science ever than 
before.
Year Initiatives
1995 The Basic Law on Science and Technology
1996-2000 The First Basic Plan for Science and Technology
1998 The Law on the Promotion of Technology Licensing by Universities, etc.
1998 The Law on the Promotion of Research Exchange
1999 The Law on the Special Measures for Revitalizing Industrial Activities
1999 The Law on the Promotion of New Business Incubation
2000 The Law on the Enhancement of Industrial technologies
2001 The Council for Science and Technology Policy (CSTP)
2001-2005 The Second Basic Plan for Science and Technology
2002 Biotechnology Strategic Scheme
2002 The Basic Law on Intellectual Property
Table 1  Major Policy Initiatives relating to Industry-Government-University Collaboration in Japan, 1995-2002
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Table 2  Public Expenditures on Science and Technology in Japan
(billion yen, fiscal year)
2001 2002 2003 2004
Life Science 390.7 393.4 427.0 436.2
Information Technologies 166.3 175.8 169.6 175.8
Environment 84.7 100.6 109.9 117.5
Nano-technologies /Materials 80.4 85.6 91.2 94.0
Energy 685.6 705.0 671.4 682.6
(Nuclear Energy) (370.9) (338.3) (340.6) (302.9)
Manufacturing Technologies 23.2 16.4 19.8 20.3
Infrastructure 266.0 255.4 256.1 263.6
Frontier (Space/Marine) 306.2 295.3 302.9 281.4
Subtotal (Top 4 Priorities) 722.1 755.4 797.7 823.5
(36.0%) (37.3%) (39.0%) (39.4%)
Total 2003.1 2027.3 2047.9 2091.4
Note: The above figures do not include the cross-disciplinary research and university research expenditures
(around 1.5 trillion yen every year).
Data Source: The Council for Science and Technology Policy (CSTP)
2. Data
We explore these policy questions by using patent statistics.
Patent data:
 Derwent Innovation Index (DII) and Derwent World Patent Index (DWPI), 
Thomson ISI
 IIP Database, Institute of Intellectual Property
This DB is based on the JPO’s patent data (Seiri-Hyojyunka Data)
 Intellectual Property Digital Library (IPDL), JPO
Company information:
 JDB Database (Japan Development Bank).
 Japan Bioindustry Association (JBA) etc.
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2. Data (cont.)
Retrieval of Patent Data from DII and DWPI
 Date of search: 1 March 2004
 Priority country: Japan
 Priority date: from 1 January 1991 to the date of search
 Technological field: biotechnology patents defined by the JPO search 
equations for life science (JPO, 2003)
19 technology fields are defined by the search equations.
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3. Assignee Name Matching
 First, we matched the first assignee with the other co-assignees in case 
there were multiple assignees for each patent. 
 Second, we retrieved the Japanese assignee names (written in Japanese) 
from the IIP Database and matched them with the DII/DWPI patent data by 
using several patent numbers with distinct kind codes. The remaining 
missing assignee names were supplemented by using IPDL (Intellectual 
Property Digital Library, JPO).
 By using the name-matching procedure, we identified 5352 distinct 
assignees of 30,502 biotechnology patents for the years 1991-2001. 
 To avoid arbitrary aggregation or disaggregation of assignee names, we 
adopted original assignee names at the date of patent filing. 
3. Assignee Name Matching (cont.)
Classification of assignees
Single assignee
corp : single assignee is a corporation.
gov :     single assignee is a government research institute.
univ :     single assignee is a university.
Multiple assignees
corp_corp : no less than two assignees are corporations, and    
there are no assignees belonging to universities and  
government institutes.
corp_gov : at least two assignees are both a corporation and a 
government research institutes, and there are no assignees 
belonging to universities.
corp_univ :   at least two assignees are both a corporation and a university,             
and there are no assignees belonging to government research 
institutes.
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3. Assignee Name Matching (cont.)
Many individual assignees (as well as individual inventors) had their own 
institutional affiliations, but their true affiliations are not shown fully in the 
patent documents. 
Thus we searched the original affiliation of all individual assignees by 
using the search engines of Yahoo! and Google.
We identified the classification of biotechnology patents by assignee types 
exclusively as follows: 
corp (21,664 patents), gov (1611), univ (995), 
corp_corp (1420), corp_gov (873), corp_univ (1106), 
individuals (727), private foundations (1350), 
and others (756, including unidentified individuals).
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4. Corporate Patent by Industry (listed companies only)
 Corporate patents filed by listed companies are not dominated by bio-
pharmaceutical firms, and those patents are filed broadly by many 
industries. This would be starkly contrasted with the situation in the US.
 Listed companies have higher propensity to patent, but those patents do not  
necessarily have higher patent values (as shown later).
Table 3  The top 5 government research institutes in biotechnologies





1 Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST) 676 25.1
2 National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) 528 19.6 56.7
3 The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN) 322 12.0 70.4
4 National Agriculture and Bio-oriented Research Organization (NARO) 191 7.1
5 The National Institute of Agrobiological Sciences (NIAS) 177 6.6
Total 2692
Note: These data are based on biotechnology patents whose priority years are from 1991 to 2001 and the priority country is
Japan.  The top 5 research institutes are defined by the order of the total number of patent application since 1991 through
2001 in biotechnologies.
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Table 4  Industry classification (listed companies)
# Industry classification
1   Food
2   Textile
3   Paper and pulp
4   Publishing and printing
5   Chemical
6   Drug and medicine
7   Petroleum refinery
8   Rubber products
9   Ceramics, stone & clay
10   Steel
11   Nonferrous metal
12   Fabricated metal
13   Machinery
14   Electronics
15   Transportation equipment
16   Precision instrument
17   Miscellaneous
18   Non-manufacturing
Note: Industry classfication code is based on the JDB Database (Japan Development Bank).
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5. Patent values and assignee types
 We used citation counts by subsequent patents (forward citation) as the 
patent value measure.
 Following Jaffe and Lerner (2001) and Hall, Jaffe and Trajtenberg (2002), 
we adjusted heterogeneity concerning propensity to cite on technology field 
in each year. 
 Put differently, we constructed weighted citation count (normalized 
forward-citation intensity) which is defined by the difference between the 
actual number of citations received per patent and the reference citation 
intensity for each technological field  in every year. 
Table 6  Summary statistics by assignee type
Observation dif_dciting pat_size science_ratio tech_scope fam_size claim bwd_cites
0.05 15.95 0.08 2.03 2.32 7.39 2.62
(4.28) (18.00) (0.19) (1.44) (2.85) (8.31) (8.30)
-0.22 48.72 0.08 2.50 2.05 8.35 1.06
(1.85) (59.89) (0.21) (1.66) (1.63) (9.06) (3.38)
-0.12 4.52 0.11 2.42 2.17 8.60 1.34
(2.09) (4.71) (0.23) (1.60) (2.14) (9.65) (3.49)
0.10 9.60 0.06 1.73 2.14 6.84 2.59
(3.37) (11.87) (0.17) (1.11) (2.39) (7.28) (7.10)
-0.24 18.36 0.07 2.17 1.85 7.53 1.37
(1.75) (27.65) (0.18) (1.56) (1.80) (7.58) (3.99)
-0.24 7.03 0.09 2.27 2.04 8.30 1.58









 Note: All statistics are based on biotechnology patents whose priority years are from 1991 to 2001 and the priority country is Japan.






5. Panel regressions (tentative)
 We employed several panel regressions using normalized citation counts as 
dependent variables.
 Main findings are as follows:
1. corp and corp_corp (i.e., joint application by corporations) 
produced highly valued patents on average.
2. University patents are not highly valued on average.
3. Technologically-focused patents have higher values.
4. Science linkage is positively associated with patent values.
5. Although government patents are not very important on average, the top 5 
government research institutes have produced more important patents than 
before especially since 1998.
6. Concluding Remarks (tentative)
 There are significant differences in patent values among assignee types.
 Each assignee would have distinct incentive to patent. Propensity to patent 
by government research institutes and universities were rather weak, but 
began to increase since 1998.
 The pro-patent policy in Japan is likely to encourage public sector 
(especially government research institutes) to file valuable patent at least 
since 1998, although the value of government (as well as university) 
patents are virtually lower than that of corporate patents.
Further remaining (open) questions
 Is it really desirable to encourage government and university to file patent, 
reflecting the salient features of Japanese innovation system, such as low 
mobility of researchers, weak patent protection, and backwardness in bio-
medical research?
 Could the increase in co-applications of patent be regarded as the result of 
effective research collaborations among industry-university-government?
